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Abstract
oughmany safety-critical soware systems use floating point to
represent real-world input and output, programmers usually have
idealized versions in mind that compute with real numbers. Sig-
nificant deviations from the ideal can cause errors and jeopardize
safety. Some programming systems implement exact real arith-
metic, which resolves this maer but complicates others, such as
decision making. In these systems, it is impossible to compute (to-
tal and deterministic) discrete decisions based on connected spaces
such as R. We present programming-language semantics based
on constructive topology with variants allowing nondeterminism
and/or partiality. Either nondeterminism or partiality suffices to
allow computable decision making on connected spaces such as
R. We then introduce paern matching on spaces, a language con-
struct for creating programs on spaces, generalizing paernmatch-
ing in functional programming, where paerns need not represent
decidable predicates and also may overlap or be inexhaustive, giv-
ing rise to nondeterminism or partiality, respectively. Nondeter-
minism and/or partiality also yield formal logics for constructing
approximate decision procedures. We extended the Marshall lan-
guage for exact real arithmetic with these constructs.
CCSConcepts •eoryof computation→Constructivemath-
ematics; Program semantics; •Mathematics of computing →
Continuous functions; Point-set topology;
Keywords locale theory, constructive analysis
1 Introduction
Ensuring the safety of soware controlling cyber-physical systems
can be challenging, at least in part due to the need to compute
with values that are continuous in nature, such as space, time,
magnitude, and probability. When these values are represented
unsoundly, such as with finite precision, failure can result from
numerical error alone. Verification necessitates both guarantee-
ing accuracy of computationswith continuous values and idealized
reasoning about a system’s behavior.
Programming systems implementing exact real arithmetic (Bauer
2008; O’Connor 2008; Taylor 2010) do guarantee accuracy and have
been used to develop verified cyber-physical systems (Anand and Knepper
2015). While these programming systems do ease development of
traditionally continuous computations on the reals, there has been
lile investigation of how to soundly incorporate decision-making:
computations from the reals (R) to the Booleans (B). Classic results
∗is is an extended version of a paper with the same name in the proceedings of the
irty-ird Annual ACM/IEEE Symposium on Logic in Computer Science (LICS) in
July 2018.
prove that it is impossible to compute (total and deterministic) dis-
crete decisions on connected spaces such as R (Weihrauch 1995).
However, we show that by allowing partiality or nondetermin-
ism into the computational model, we can enable decision-making
while retaining fairly strong computational abilities. We present
programming-language semantics based on constructive topology
with variants allowing nondeterminism and/or partiality.
Constructive topology, in the form of locale theory, provides a
single programming language in which it is possible to build and
execute programs that compute with continuous values and to rea-
son about these programs in terms of their mathematical descrip-
tions. In this programming language (category) FSpc, types (ob-
jects) are spaces and programs (morphisms) are continuous maps.
Types are spaces. Spaces are defined as theories of geometric logic
(Vickers 2007a): propositional symbols describe the core observ-
able properties of the space, and axioms describe which properties
imply others. Points of a space are models of its theory.
For example, the theory for R has as its propositional symbols
the open balls with rational centers, q−ε < · < q+ε (for each q : Q,
ε : Q+), and an example axiom is the one⊤ ≤
∨
q:Q (q − ε < · < q + ε)
that says (for any ε : Q+) that without assumptions (⊤), a point
must be within ε of some rational q. Axioms with disjunctions on
the right, like this one, are called open covers. ey can be read
computationally. For instance, since the point π lies in ⊤ (as every
point does), it must lie in some ball of radius 1 with a rational cen-
ter, and indeed it should be able to compute any such rational: 3
would be one possible choice, since 3 − 1 < π < 3 + 1.
Programs are continuous maps. One defines a continuous map
f : A →c B by programming how it reduces open covers of B to
open covers ofA. Accordingly, computation is pull-based, where a
composition of functions successively reduces open covers of the
output to open covers of the input, at which point the input com-
putes which open of the cover it lies in, which corresponds to a
particular open that the output lies in. Constructive topology has
surprisingly strong computational abilities (Escardo´ 2007; Simpson
1998; Taylor 2010), such as the ability to compute the maximum
that a real-valued function aains over a compact-overt space (see
Definition 5.4).
1.1 Contributions
Making nontrivial total and deterministic decisions based on con-
nected spaces is impossible: any continuous map f : C →c D
from a connected space C to a discrete space D must be constant.
We demonstrate that decisions can be made, however, by permit-
ting either partiality or nondeterminism, and we continue to then
present the following contributions:
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Partial and/ornondeterministicmaps. §3 defines partiality and
nondeterminism as they relate to continuous maps and §4.2 char-
acterizes the openmaps and open embeddings as those continuous
maps having partial and/or nondeterministic inverses. While each
of these subjects has been studied individually in the context of
constructive topology, we contribute the first integrated charac-
terization relating them.
Paernmatching on spaces. §4 generalizes paern matching on
inductive types in functional programming to spaces. It differs in
that paerns need not correspond to decidable predicates, and pat-
terns are allowed to overlap or fail to be injective, yielding nonde-
terminism, or be inexhaustive, yielding partiality.
Formal logics for approximate decision procedures. §5 gener-
alizes the decidable predicates of functional programming to ap-
proximately decidable predicates on spaces, which may either be
partial or nondeterministic. Because spaces oen have few decid-
able predicates, this relaxation is essential for decision-making on
spaces. e Boolean algebra of decidable predicates generalizes to
a quasi-Boolean algebra, and quantification over finite sets is gen-
eralized to quantification over compact-overt spaces (see Definition
5.4). e partial logic and nondeterministic logic are observed to
be duals.
Case study. Wehave extended theMarshall language (Bauer 2008)
for exact real arithmetic with versions of these constructs and in
§6.2 present two example programs that make critical use of those
constructs.
With these additional tools, constructive topology could con-
ceivably be used for applications such as formally verified cyber-
physical systems or model checking of continuous systems.
2 Constructive topology
is section reviews locale theory, a constructive theory of topol-
ogy that provides a semantic and computational foundation for
programming with spaces. Readers interested in a more thorough
introductionmaywish to consult Vickers’sTopology via Logic (1989).
Preliminaries. We intend mathematical statements to be inter-
preted within a constructive metatheory with a universe of im-
predicative propositions Ω, potentially formalizable within, for in-
stance, the Calculus of Constructions1. We use the term “type” to
refer to a type and the term “set” to refer to what is oen called
a setoid or a Bishop set (Bishop 1967): a type together with a dis-
tinguished equivalence relation on it, which we denote by =. If A
and B are both sets, then the notation f : A→ B means that f is a
morphism of sets (i.e., it maps equivalent elements of A to equiva-
lent elements of B). For objects A,B of a category, let the notation
A  B indicate that they are isomorphic.
Definition 2.1. A space2 A is a distributive laice O (A) that has
top and boom elements, ⊤ and ⊥, respectively, and that has all
1 It is possible to formulate a predicative analogue of locale theory known as formal
topology, which makes more clear the computational content of constructive topol-
ogy. is does impose some difficulties that require some changes. For instance,
the construction of product spaces is generally impredicative, but it is possible to
instead use inductively generated formal spaces (Coquand et al. 2003), which has prod-
ucts even in a predicative seing. All spaces used in this paper are inductively gener-
ated (Coquand et al. 2003; Vickers 2004, 2005a, 2007b, 2009). Palmgren (2003) offers a
more careful treatment of predicativity and universes in formal topology.
2 Since all topological notions in this article are pointfree, we coopt terminology from
classical topology without fear of confusion. For instance, we say “space” rather than
“locale” when describing the pointfree analogue of spaces.
joins such that binary meets distribute over all joins:
U ∧
∨
i :I
Vi =
∨
i :I
U ∧Vi .
We call the laice O (A) the opens of A. is laice describes
the observable or “affirmable” properties of A (Vickers 1989). If
U ≤
∨
i :I Vi , we call the family (Vi )i :I an open cover of U .
Definition2.2. A point x of a spaceA is a subset (x |= ·) : O (A) →
Ω (read “x lies in”) such that
x |= U U ≤
∨
i :I
Vi
∃i : I . x |= Vi
join
x |= ⊤
meet-0
x |= U x |= V
x |= U ∧V
meet-2
.
e formal proof that a point satisfies the above three rules both
justifies the consistency of its definition and provides its computa-
tional content. Intuitively, x |= U means we have some knowledge
U about x . join says that it is possible to refine existing knowledge
about x to get an even sharper estimate of where x lies. When a
point x that lies in U is presented with an open coverU ≤
∨
i :I Vi ,
it uses the proof of the covering relationship to compute some open
Vi that x also lies in. e index i is a concrete answer that indicates
where the point lies. meet-0 says that we know something about
x (which we can then refine with join), and meet-2 says that we
can assimilate two pieces of knowledge about x into one, which
assures that they are mutually consistent.
Definition 2.3. A continuous map f : A →c B between spaces
is a map f ∗ : O (B) → O (A), called an inverse image map, that
preserves all joins, ⊤, and binary meets, i.e., it satisfies
U ≤
∨
i :I
Vi
f ∗(U ) ≤
∨
i :I
f ∗(Vi )
join
⊤ ≤ f ∗(⊤)
meet-0
f ∗(U ) ∧ f ∗(V ) ≤ f ∗(U ∧V )
meet-2
.
A continuous map f : A→c B transforms covers on B into cov-
ers on A. Spaces and continuous maps form a cartesian monoidal
category we call FSpc (for formal spaces)3. e terminal object is
the one-point space ∗, whose laice of opens O (∗) is Ω, where
U ≤ V if U implies V . Points of a space A can be identified with
continuous maps ∗ →c A, and in particular the join and meet
rules for continuous maps reduce to the corresponding rules for
points. Two continuous maps are equal if they have the same in-
verse image maps. One can think of the inverse image map as a
behavioral specification and the formal proof that the continuous
map preserves meets and finitary joins as an implementation of
that specification.
Given a space A and an open U : O (A), we can form the open
subspace {A | U } of A by making O ({A | U }) a quotient of O (A),
identifying opens P ,Q : O (A) in {A | U } when P ∧U = Q ∧U .
3 FSpc is oen called Loc, for locales.
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3 Decision making with partiality and
nondeterminism
e real line R is connected, meaning that any continuous map
f : R →c D to a discrete set D must be a constant map. In par-
ticular, every map f : R →c B is constant. e practical implica-
tions of connectedness are severe: it is impossible to (continuously)
make (nontrivial) discrete decisions over variables that come from
connected spaces such as R.
Proposition 3.1. Continuous maps f : A →c B are in bijective
correspondence with pairs of opens (P ,Q) of A that are covering, i.e.,
⊤ ≤ P ∨Q , and disjoint, i.e., P ∧Q ≤ ⊥.
Proof sketch. Since f ∗ preserves joins, it is specified entirely by its
behavior on the two basic opens, P , f ∗(· = true) andQ , f ∗(· =
false). Since f ∗ preserves ⊤ (meet-0), P and Q are covering, and
since f ∗ preserves binary meets (meet-2), P andQ are disjoint. 
While it is impossible to make discrete decisions on connected
spaces A that are total and deterministic, we can make decisions
that are either partial (only defined on some open subspace of the
input space) or nondeterministic (could potentially give different
answers even when given the exact same input). Partiality relaxes
the requirement that the inverse image map preserves ⊤ (meet-
0), while nondeterminism relaxes the requirement that the inverse
image map preserves binary meets (meet-2). Accordingly, partial
B-valued maps correspond to pairs of opens that are not necessar-
ily covering, and nondeterministic B-valued maps correspond to
pairs of opens that are not necessarily disjoint.
In this section, we present categories whose objects are spaces
and whose morphisms are like continuous maps, but the inverse
image maps need not necessarily preserve ⊤ or binary meets (see
Fig. 1). e remainder of this section characterizes these partial
and/or nondeterministic maps and themonads that represent them.
3.1 Partiality
e meet-0 rule enforces totality: viewing ⊤ as the predicate rep-
resenting the entire space, meet-0 says that a point must lie in the
entire space. Eliminating meet-0 permits definition of a continu-
ous map that is only defined on an open subspace of the domain.
Definition 3.2. A partial map f from A to B, wrien f : A→p B,
is a map f ∗ : O (B) → O (A) that preserves joins and binary meets
but not necessarily ⊤. ese maps form a category FSpcp .
Example 3.3. Consider the task of approximately comparing a
real number with 0. We can define a partial comparison cmp :
R→p B by only defining a continuous map on the open subspace
{R | · , 0} of R. We specify its observable behavior with its
inverse image map
cmp∗(· = true) , · > 0 cmp∗(· = false) , · < 0.
e inverse image map cmp∗ in fact defines a partial map, as
cmp∗ preserves joins and binary meets, but it is not total, since it
fails to preserve ⊤.
Proof. To confirm that cmp∗ preserves binary meets, it suffices to
check binary meets of distinct basic opens, so we confirm
cmp∗((· = true) ∧ (· = false)) = cmp∗(⊥)
= ⊥ = (· > 0) ∧ (· < 0)
= cmp∗(· = true) ∧ cmp∗(· = false).
However, cmp∗ does not preserve ⊤, since ⊤  cmp∗(⊤) = (· <
0) ∨ (· > 0). 
ere is a bijective correspondence between partial maps and
continuous maps defined on some open subspace of the domain.
3.2 Nondeterminism
e meet-2 rule enforces determinism. Spatially, the rule says that
if a point lies in two opens, it must lie in their intersection. Com-
putationally, it says that it should be possible to consistently rec-
oncile different answers given by different refinements computed
by use of the join rule. Eliminating meet-2 allows the definition
of programs whose observable behavior might depend on the ex-
act implementation of their inputs (specifically, the formal proofs
that their inputs preserve joins and finitary meets). Rather than
viewing such behavior as breaking the abstraction provided by the
equivalence relation on points (since points that lie in the same
opens may be treated differently), we can instead choose to main-
tain this abstraction and view such behavior as fundamentally non-
deterministic.
Definition 3.4. A nondeterministic map f from A to B, wrien
f : A→nd B, is a map f
∗ : O (B) → O (A) that preserves joins and
⊤ but not necessarily binary meets. ese maps form a category
FSpcnd .
For instance, we can perform a nondeterministic approximate
comparison of a real number with 0.
Example 3.5. Fix some error tolerance parameter ε > 0. We may
define a total but nondeterministic approximate comparison with
0, cmp : R→nd B, allowing error up to ε , by specifying its observ-
able behavior with the inverse image map
cmp∗(· = true) , · > −ε cmp∗(· = false) , · < ε .
We can confirm that cmp∗ in fact defines a nondeterministic
map, as it preserves joins and ⊤ but fails to preserve binary meets.
Proof. Since cmp’s codomain is discrete, it trivially satisfies join.
We confirm it preserves ⊤:
cmp∗(⊤) = cmp∗(· = true) ∨ cmp∗(· = false) = (· > −ε) ∨ (· < ε) = ⊤.
However, it fails to preserve binary meets, since
cmp∗((· = true) ∧ (· = false)) = cmp∗(⊥) = ⊥
but
cmp∗(· = true) ∧ cmp∗(· = false) = (· > −ε) ∧ (· < ε) = −ε < · < ε,
which is not ⊥. 
3.3 Both partiality and nondeterminism
Definition 3.6. A nondeterministic and partial map f fromA to B,
wrien f : A→nd,p B, is a map f
∗ : O (B) → O (A) that preserves
joins but not necessarily any meets. ese maps form a category
FSpcnd,p (equivalent to the category of suplaices).
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FSpc
FSpcnd FSpcp
FSpcnd,p
forget meet-2 forget meet-0
forget meet-0 forget meet-2
Figure 1. e laice of categories representing potentially nonde-
terministic (nd) or partial (p) maps on spaces.
3.4 Monads and summary
Potentially allowing partiality and nondeterminism yields a laice
of categories that represent nondeterministic and partial maps, de-
picted in Fig. 1, where each arrow denotes a faithful (“forgetful”)
functor where a particular rule is no longer required for inverse im-
age maps. ese forgetful functors have right adjoints, such that
they induce a family of (strong) monads on FSpc: ·⊥ for represent-
ing partiality, P+
♦
for nondeterminism, and P♦ for both
4. eir
adjunctions give the correspondences
A→nd,p B  A→c P♦(B)
A→nd B  A→c P
+
♦(B)
A→p B  A→c B⊥.
Accordingly, it is possible to use these monads to have access to
partiality and/or nondeterminism within the language of continu-
ous maps.
4 Pattern matching
Oen, programmers would like to compose a decision on R with
other computations that depend on the decision and thus asso-
ciate each condition with a corresponding computation. is pro-
gramming paern resembles paern matching in traditional func-
tional programming, and therefore, in this section, we identify and
present general paern matching for spaces. Our constructions ad-
mit partial and/or nondeterministic paern matches, where in the
former case the collection of paerns may not be exhaustive, and
in the laer they may overlap. While the syntax of a paern match
determines a unique map that is potentially partial and nondeter-
ministic, there are simple conditions that ensure that a map is total
or deterministic:
1. Totality: together, the cases cover the entire input space.
2. Determinism: paerns are disjoint and injective.
4.1 Pattern families
is section characterizes those families of paerns that may be
used to match on a scrutinee that comes from a spaceA (if nothing
is to be assumed about the branches). e idea is that we com-
pose a function f : A →C B by factoring through a disjoint sum
over a collection of spaces representing the possible paerns and
branches,
∑
i :I Ui , i.e., a composition
A
∑
i :I Ui B
inv e
4 Each of these strong monads preserves inductive generation of spaces (Vickers 1989,
2004).
of a “paern matching” part inv followed by the “branch execu-
tion” part e . e collection of branches (ei : Ui →C B)i :I exactly
correspond to the branch-execution function e , but the paern-
matching part inv is more interesting; this section will address
those families of paerns that may yield valid functions of this
sort.
Semantically, we think of a single paern as representing a space
U together with a map p : U →c A that represents the possibility
that the scrutinee can be represented as a point in the image of
p. For a single paern p : U →c A to be implementable, it must
have a well-behaved inverse p−1 : A →nd,p U that is partial and
also may be nondeterministic. If we are building a program that is
deterministic, then p−1 should be deterministic. If we are building
a program that is total, then we do not need each p−1 to be total,
but we do need the collection of them to cover A. We will find that
open maps are exactly those with well-behaved (nondeterministic
and partial) inverses, and open embeddings are open maps whose
inverses are deterministic.
4.2 Open maps and open embeddings
In paern matching for functional programming, one may paern
match on an inductive type by checking whether it has the form
of a particular constructor applied to some argument (i.e., it is in
the image of the map defined by a particular constructor). e
analogues of constructors for paern matching on spaces are the
open maps and the open embeddings.
4.2.1 Open maps
Definition 4.1 (Johnstone 2002). A continuousmap f : A→c B is
an open map (which we may denote by f : A→o B) if the inverse
image map f ∗ : O (B) → O (A) has a le adjoint f! : O (A) →
O (B), called the direct image map, that satisfies the Frobenius
law, f!(U ∧ f
∗(V )) = f!(U ) ∧V .
at is, f is an open map if the image of any open in A is open
in B; the direct image map provides this mapping.
Example 4.2. Identity maps id : A→c A are open maps, and the
composition of open maps is an open map.
Proof. We have id!(U ) = U , which clearly satisfies id! ⊣ id
∗ since
they are all identity maps. It is also immediate that the Frobenius
law holds for id!. Given open maps f : A →c B and д : B →c C ,
we claim that the direct image map is (д ◦ f )! = д! ◦ f!. We first
confirm the adjunction:
(д ◦ f )!(U ) ≤ V ⇐⇒ д!(f!(U )) ≤ V
⇐⇒ f!(U ) ≤ д
∗(V ) (д! ⊣ д
∗)
⇐⇒ U ≤ f ∗(д∗(V )) (f! ⊣ f
∗)
⇐⇒ U ≤ (д ◦ f )∗V .
It only remains to confirm the Frobenius law for the composition
д! ◦ f! : O (A) → O (C):
(д ◦ f )!(U ∧ (д ◦ f )
∗(V )) = д!(f!(U ∧ f
∗(д∗(V ))))
= д!(f!(U ) ∧ д
∗(V ))
(Frobenius law for f )
= д!(f!(U )) ∧V
= (д ◦ f )!(U ) ∧V .
(Frobenius law for д)
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
Proposition 4.3. In the pullback square where p and q are open
maps,
A ×X B A
B X
θ
φ
y
p
q
,
define f : A ×X B →c X by f = p ◦ θ = q ◦ φ. en
f!(⊤) = p!(⊤) ∧ q!(⊤).
Proof. Note that for anyU : O (B), p∗(q!(U )) = θ!(φ
∗(U )) (proof in
section 5.2 of (Pedicchio and olen 2004)). en
p!(⊤) ∧ q!(⊤) = p!(⊤ ∧ p
∗(q!(⊤))) (Frobenius reciprocity)
= p!(p
∗(q!(⊤)))
= p!(θ!(φ
∗(⊤))) (the earlier equality)
= p!(θ!(⊤)) (φ
∗ preserves ⊤)
= f!(⊤).

Proposition 4.4. Parallel composition of open maps yields an open
map. at is, given f : A →c B and д : X →c Y open, f ⊗ д :
A × X →c B × Y is open.
Proof. We claim that the direct image map operates on basic opens
(which are open rectangles of A × X ) by (f ⊗ д)!(a × x) = f!(a) ×
д!(x) (this extends to all opens by taking joins). We confirm the
adjunction (using the fact that every open is a join of basic opens):
(f ⊗ д)!
(∨
i :I
ai × xi
)
≤
∨
j :J
(bj × yj )
⇐⇒
∨
i :I
f!(ai ) × д!(xi ) ≤
∨
j :J
(bj × yj )
⇐⇒ ∀i : I . ∃j : J . f!(ai ) × д!(xi ) ≤ bj × yj
⇐⇒ ∀i : I . ∃j : J . (f!(ai ) ≤ bj ) and д!(xi ) ≤ yj
⇐⇒ ∀i : I . ∃j : J . (ai ≤ f
∗(bj )) and xi ≤ д
∗(yj )
⇐⇒ ∀i : I . ∃j : J . ai × xi ≤ f
∗(bj ) × д
∗(yj )
⇐⇒
∨
i :I
ai × xi ≤
∨
j :J
f ∗(bj ) × д
∗(yj )
⇐⇒
∨
i :I
ai × xi ≤ (f ⊗ д)
∗ ©­«
∨
j :J
bj × yj
ª®¬ .
It suffices to confirm the Frobenius law holds on basic opens
(Spiers 2010):
(f ⊗ д)!((a × x) ∧ (f ⊗ д)
∗(b × y))
= (f ⊗ д)!((a × x) ∧ (f
∗(b) × д∗(y)))
= (f ⊗ д)!((a ∧ f
∗(b)) × (x ∧ д∗(y))
= f!(a ∧ f
∗(b)) × д!(x ∧ д
∗(y))
= (f!(a) ∧ b) × (д!(x) ∧ y) (Frobenius law for f and д)
= (f!(a) × д!(x)) ∧ (b × y)
= (f ⊗ д)!(a × x) ∧ (b × y).

We will now describe some facts that relate the open maps to
nondeterministic maps.
Proposition 4.5. For any open map p : A →c B, there is a (poten-
tially) partial and nondeterministic inverse map p−1 : B →nd,p A
whose inverse image map is p!.
Proof. We only must prove that p! preserves joins: it does, since p!
is a le adjoint (to p∗). 
An example of an open map is the “return” function of the non-
determinism monad {·} : A→c P
+
♦
(A). Its direct image map takes
opensU of A to ♦U in P♦(A).
4.2.2 Open embeddings
Given an open U of a space A, let ι[U ] : {A | U } →c A denote the
inclusion of the open subspace {A | U } into A.
Lemma 4.6. An open map f : A →c B factors through its direct
image f!(⊤), i.e., there is an f˜ such that the following diagram com-
mutes:
A {B | f!(⊤)}
B
f˜
f
ι[f!(⊤)]
Proof. is statement is equivalent to that for allU : O (B), f ∗(U ) ≤
f ∗(U ∧ f!(⊤)). is is indeed the case:
f ∗(U ∧ f!(⊤)) = f
∗(U ) ∧ f ∗(f!(⊤)) (f
∗ preserves meets)
≥ f ∗(U ) ∧ ⊤ (f ∗ ◦ f! inflationary)
= f ∗(U ).

Definition 4.7. A map f : A→c B is an open embedding (or open
inclusion), denoted f : A ֒→ B, if A is isomorphic to its image
under f in B, i.e., if there is an open U : O (B) and isomorphism
f˜ : A→c {B | U } such that the following diagram commutes:
A {B | U }
B
f˜
f˜ −1
f
ι[U ]
eorem 4.8. A map f : A →c B is an open embedding if and
only if it is an open map and its direct image map f! preserves binary
meets.
Proof. Suppose f : A →c B is an open embedding that factors
through {B | U }, and let f˜ and f˜ −1 be the maps as in the above
diagram. en its direct image map is given by
f! : O (A) → O (B)
f!(V ) , f˜
−1∗(V ) ∧U .
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We now confirm that f! ⊣ f
∗. We have
f!(V ) ≤W ⇐⇒ f˜
−1∗(V ) ∧U ≤W
⇐⇒ f˜ −1∗(V ) ∧ f˜ −1∗( f˜ ∗(U )) ≤W
⇐⇒ f˜ −1∗(V ∧ f˜ ∗(U )) ≤W
⇐⇒ f˜ −1∗(V ∧ ⊤) ≤W
⇐⇒ f˜ −1∗(V ) ≤W
⇐⇒ V ≤ f˜ ∗(W )
Moreover, f! preserves meets:
f!(V ∧W ) = f˜
−1∗(V ∧W ) ∧U
= f˜ −1∗(V ) ∧ f˜ −1∗(W ) ∧U
= ( f˜ −1∗(V ) ∧U ) ∧ ( f˜ −1∗(W ) ∧U )
= f!(V ) ∧ f!(W ).
We also confirm f! satisfies the Frobenius law:
f!(V ∧ f
∗(W )) = f!(V ) ∧ f!(f
∗(W )) (f! preserves meets)
= f!(V ) ∧ f˜
−1∗(f ∗(W )) ∧U
= f!(V ) ∧ f˜
−1∗(f ∗(W )) (f!(V ) already at most U )
= f!(V ) ∧ f˜
−1∗( f˜ ∗(W ∧U ))
= f!(V ) ∧W ∧U
= f!(V ) ∧W (f!(V ) already at most U )
us an open embedding is an openmapwith ameet-preserving
direct image map. We now prove the converse. Given an open
map f : A →c B with a meet-preserving direct image map f!, we
claim that A  {B | f!(⊤)}. By Proposition 4.6, we already have
a continuous map f˜ : A →c {B | f!(⊤)}. We define д : {B |
f!(⊤)} →c A by
д∗ : O (A) → O ({B | f!(⊤)})
д∗(V ) , f!(V ) ∧ f!(⊤).
We claim д∗ indeed defines a continuous map. It preserves joins
and binary meets since it is the composition of f! and · ∧ f!(⊤),
both of which preserve joins and binary meets, so it suffices to
show that д∗(⊤) = ⊤, which is indeed the case, as
д∗(⊤) = f!(⊤) ∧ f!(⊤) = f!(⊤)
which is equivalent to ⊤ in {B | f!(⊤)}. 
Example 4.9. Identity maps id : A ֒→ A are open embeddings,
and the composition of open embeddings is an open embedding.
Proof. We have id!(U ) = U , which preserves binary meets. Given
open maps f : A →c B and д : B →c C , the composition д! ◦ f! :
O (A) → O (C) preserves binary meets since f! and д! both do. 
Proposition 4.10. Parallel composition of open embeddings yields
an open embedding. at is, given f : A ֒→ B and д : X ֒→ Y open
embeddings, f ⊗ д : A × X ֒→ B × Y is an open embedding.
Proof. It suffices to confirm that the direct image preserves binary
meets, and it suffices to check this by only checking the basic
opens, which in this case are open rectangles:
(f ⊗ д)! ((a1 × x1) ∧ (a2 × x2))
= (f ⊗ д)! ((a1 ∧ a2) × (x1 ∧ x2))
= f!(a1 ∧ a2) × д!(x1 ∧ x2)
= (f!(a1) ∧ f!(a2)) × (д!(x1) ∧ д!(x2))
(f! and д! preserve binary meets)
= (f!(a1) × д!(x1)) ∧ (f!(a2) × д!(x2))
= (f ⊗ д)!(a1 × x1) ∧ (f ⊗ д)!(a2 × x2)

Proposition 4.11. e pullback of an open embedding is an open
embedding.
Proof. Since (up to homeomorphism) an open embedding is just
the inclusion of an open subspace, it suffices to prove that the pull-
back of the inclusion of an open subspace is an open embedding.
Given the open inclusion ι[U ] : {X | U } ֒→ X , for any map
f : A→c X we have the pullback square
{A | f ∗(U )} A
{X | U } X
ι[f ∗(U )]
f |U
y
f
ι[U ]
,
which expresses the fact that the preimage of opens are open. It
is possible to confirm that the diagram commutes and that {A |
f ∗(U )} satisfies the universal property of pullbacks. 
e open embeddings are closely related to the partial maps:
Proposition 4.12. Given an open embedding f : A ֒→ B, the “in-
verse” map f −1 : B →nd,p A that any open map has is in fact
deterministic, i.e., f −1 : B →p A.
Proof. Follows directly from the fact that f! preserves joins and
binary meets. 
An example of an open embedding is the “return“ function of
the partiality monad up : A →c A⊥. is allows us to view A as
an open subspace of A⊥.
4.3 Pattern families: definition and properties
In general, we have an entire family of paerns (pi : Ui →o A)i :I
where I is some index type. We can use this paern family to con-
struct the partial and nondeterministic inverse
inv : A→nd,p
∑
i :I
Ui
inv(x) ,
⊔
i :I
inji (p
−1
i (x)),
where ⊔ denotes the nondeterministic join, ⊔ :
∏
i :I X →nd,p X
for any space X .
erefore, for any index type I , any collection of open maps
pi : Ui →o A is a collection of paerns for defining a nonde-
terministic and partial map using a paern match. Given an ar-
bitrary collection of branches ei : Ui →nd,p B, or equivalently,
e :
∑
i :I Ui →nd,p B, the paern match is just the composition
e ◦ inv : A→nd,p B. As expected, the paern match is a nondeter-
ministic union of its branches.
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For those categories/languages that require totality or determin-
ism, we would like to characterize the families of paerns that are
suitable in those cases. ese will be subcollections of the collec-
tion of paern families in the nondeterministic and partial case.
Definition 4.13. A paern family for a subcategoryC ofFSpcnd,p
is a family of open maps (pi : Ui →o A)i :I such that
⊔
i :I inji ◦p
−1
i :
A →nd,p
∑
i :I Ui is in C. Let JC denote the collection of paern
families for C.
eorem 4.14. We can characterize the paern families for the fol-
lowing subcategories of FSpcnd,p as exactly those families of open
maps (pi : Ui →o A)i :I satisfying certain additional properties:
FSpcnd (Totality) e paerns cover the whole input space, i.e.,
⊤ ≤
∨
i :I pi !(⊤).
FSpcp (Determinism) Each pi : Ui →o A is an open embed-
ding, and the paerns are pairwise disjoint, meaning that
whenever pi !(⊤) ∧ pj !(⊤) is positive
5 in A, then (intension-
ally) i = j.
FSpc (Totality and determinism) e above conditions for to-
tality and determinism must both hold.
Proof. FSpcnd (Totality) If we want to ensure that a paern
match is total, then it suffices to require that(⊔
i :I
inji ◦ p
−1
i
)∗
(⊤) = ⊤,
or equivalently,
⊤ ≤
∨
i :I
pi !(⊤),
meaning that the paerns cover the whole input space.
FSpcp (Determinism): To ensure determinism, we require that⊔
i :I inji ◦ p
−1
i preserves binary meets. We claim that this
map preserves binary meets if and only if both of the fol-
lowing conditions hold:
1. Each paern pi : Ui →o A is in fact an open embed-
ding.
2. e paerns are pairwise disjoint.
First, we prove the two conditions hold if inv∗ preserves
binary meets.
1. It suffices to show that each pi ! preserves binary meets,
which follows from the calculation
pi !(a ∧ b) = inv
∗((i,a) ∧ (i,b))
= inv∗(i,a) ∧ inv∗(i,b)
= pi !(a) ∧ pi !(b).
2. We must show that if pi !(⊤) ∧ pj !(⊤) is positive in A,
then i ≡ j.
pi !(⊤) ∧ pj !(⊤) = inv
∗(i,⊤) ∧ inv∗(j,⊤)
= inv∗((i,⊤) ∧ (j,⊤)).
Since inv∗ preserves joins, by PropositionA.13 ifpi !(⊤)∧
pj !(⊤) is positive, so is (i,⊤)∧(j,⊤), which implies that
i ≡ j.
5 An open U is called positive if whenever U ≤
∨
i :I Vi , I is inhabited, i.e., every
open cover of U itself must have at least one open.
Now we prove the converse: if a family pi : Ui ֒→ A of
open embeddings is pairwise disjoint, its inv map is in fact
deterministic. It suffices to prove that inv∗ preserves binary
meets of basic opens. For any open a : O (A) and proposi-
tion Q , let χQ (a) ,
∨
q:Q a. If Q is true, then χQ (a) = a
and if Q is false, then χQ (a) = ⊥.
inv∗((k, a) ∧ (ℓ,b))
=
∨
i :I
pi !(χi≡k (a) ∧ χi≡ℓ(b))
=
∨
i :I
pi !(χi≡k (a)) ∧ pi !(χi≡ℓ(b)) (pi ! preserves meets)
=
∨
i :I, j :I
pi !(χi≡k (a)) ∧ pj !(χj≡ℓ (b)) (pi s pairwise disjoint)
=
(∨
i :I
pi !(χi≡k (a))
)
∧
©­«
∨
j :I
pj !(χj≡ℓ (b))
ª®¬
= inv∗(k,a) ∧ inv∗(ℓ,b).
FSpc (Totality and determinism): Since FSpc = FSpcnd ∩
FSpcp , we just require that the conditions for totality and
determinism must both hold.

For any subcategory C of FSpcnd,p , one can construct a paern
match by composing a paern family (pi : Ui →o A)i :I for C with
a collection of branches e :
∑
i :I Ui →C B that is in C.
When determinism is required, we recover the familiar condi-
tion required of paern matching in functional programming: dis-
jointness of paerns (i.e., paerns are not allowed to overlap). When
both determinism and totality are required, we further recover the
familiar condition that paern membership is decidable:
Definition 4.15. An open U is clopen (for “closed” and “open”) if
it has a Boolean complement, i.e., there is another open V such
that U ∨V = ⊤ and U ∧V = ⊥.
Proposition 4.16. For a paern family (pi : Ui ֒→ A)i :I for FSpc,
if the index type I has decidable equality, then for each i : I , there is
a map χpi !(⊤) : Ui →c B satisfying χ
∗
pi !(⊤)
(· = true) = pi !(⊤) (i.e.,
pi !(⊤) is clopen).
Proof. Fix some i : I . We claim that the Boolean complement of
pi !(⊤) is
∨
j :I |j 6≡i pj !(⊤). Since I has decidable equality, their join
is ⊤:
pi !(⊤) ∨
∨
j :I |j 6≡i
pj !(⊤) =
∨
i :I
pi !(⊤) = ⊤.
Pairwise disjointness implies that their meet is ⊥:
pi !(⊤) ∧
∨
j :I |j 6≡i
pj !(⊤) =
∨
j :I |j 6≡i
pi !(⊤) ∧ pj !(⊤) =
∨
j :I |j 6≡i
⊥ = ⊥.

is means that if the index type I has decidable equality, the
predicate corresponding to any given paern is decidable. is re-
covers the usual understanding of paern matching in functional
programming, where paerns are disjoint and correspond to de-
cidable predicates.
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We will now observe that the paern families for the various
subcategories ofFSpcnd,p form a laice ofGrothendieck pretopolo-
gies. is structure is useful: it tells us that there are certain tech-
niques that we can always use to form paern families, and that
paern families will have important structural properties. For in-
stance, the transitivity axiom corresponds to the ability to flaen
nested paern matches into a single one. e stability axiom al-
lows us to use “pulled-back covers”: it is possible to paern match
on an input x : A by doing a case analysis on f (x) : B, such that in
each branch it is known that x lies in a particular open subspace of
A (rather than only knowing that f (x) lies in a particular open sub-
space of B). e root-finding example in §6.2.2 uses a pulled-back
cover in this way.
Definition 4.17 (Mac Lane and Moerdijk 1992). A Grothendieck
pretopology is an assignment to each spaceA of a collection of fami-
lies (Ui →c A)i :I of continuousmaps, called covering families, such
that
1. isomorphisms cover – every family consisting of a single
isomorphism U

→c A is a covering family;
2. stability axiom – the collection of covering families is stable
under pullback: if (Ui →c A)i :I is a covering family and
f : V →c A is any continuous map, then the family of
pullbacks (f ∗Ui →c V )i :I is a covering family;
3. transitivity axiom – if (Ui →c A)i :I is a covering family and
for each i also (Ui, j →c Ui )j :Ji is a covering family, then
also the family of composites (Ui, j →c Ui →c A)i :I, j :Ji is
a covering family.
Proposition 4.18 (Product axiom). In any Grothendieck pretopol-
ogy, given covering families (pi : Ui →c A)i :I and (q j : Vj →c B)j :J ,
there is a product covering family (pi ⊗q j : Ui×Vj →c A×B)(i, j):I×J .
Proof. First, we use pullback stability along fst : A × B →c A to
produce the covering family (fst∗pi : Ui × B →c A × B)i :I . en,
for each i : I , we use pullback stability along snd : Ui × B →c B
to produce the covering family (snd∗q j : Ui × Vj →c Ui × B)j :J .
Finally, by the transitivity axiom, we get the covering family
(fst∗pi ◦ snd
∗q j : Ui ×Vj →c A × B)i :I, j :J .
en one can confirm that
fst∗pi ◦ snd
∗q j = pi ⊗ q j .

eorem 4.19. For each C ∈ {FSpc, FSpcnd , FSpcp , FSpcnd,p },
the collection of paern families for C, JC , forms a Grothendieck
pretopology.
Proof. FSpcnd,p 1. Homeomorphisms cover, since any home-
omorphism is (an open embedding and thus) an open
map.
2. Stability follows from the fact that the pullback of an
openmap against any continuousmap is open (see Propo-
sition C3.1.11 (i) in (Johnstone 2002)).
3. Transitivity follows from the fact that open maps are
closed under composition.
FSpcnd (Totality)
1. An isomorphism p : V →o A satisfies p!(⊤) = ⊤ and
so it alone is a paern family on A.
2. Given a paern family pi : Ui →o A and a continuous
map f : V →c A, the pullback object f
∗Ui is homeo-
morphic to {V | f ∗(pi !(⊤))}. Using this definition of
the pullback object, we confirm∨
i :I
(f ∗pi )!(⊤) =
∨
i :I
f ∗(pi !(⊤)) = f
∗
(∨
i :I
pi !(⊤)
)
= f ∗(⊤) = ⊤.
3. e family of composites indeed covers, since∨
i :I, j :Ji
(pi ◦ pi, j )!(⊤) =
∨
i :I, j :Ji
pi !(pi, j !(⊤))
=
∨
i :I
pi !
©­«
∨
j :Ji
pi, j !(⊤)
ª®¬
(direct images preserve joins)
=
∨
i :I
pi !(⊤)
= ⊤.
FSpcp (Determinism)
1. Any cover with a single paern is trivially pairwise dis-
joint.
2. By Proposition 4.11, the pullback of an open embedding
is an open embedding. us it remains to confirm that
pullback preserves disjointness. From the computation
(f ∗pi )!(⊤) ∧ (f
∗pj )!(⊤) = f
∗(pi !(⊤)) ∧ f
∗(pj !(⊤))
= f ∗(pi !(⊤) ∧ pj !(⊤)),
and since f ∗ preserves joins, by Proposition A.13 if
(f ∗pi )!(⊤) ∧ (f
∗pj )!(⊤) is positive, then so is pi !(⊤) ∧
pj !(⊤), which implies that i ≡ j. erefore, the pullback
of the cover is still pairwise disjoint.
3. Since the composition of open embeddings is an open
embedding, it only remains to confirm that transitivity
preserves disjointness. Suppose we consider two com-
posites pi ◦ pi, j and pi ′ ◦ pi ′, j′ such that
(pi ◦ pi, j )!(⊤) ∧ (pi ′ ◦ pi ′, j′)!(⊤)
= pi !(pi, j !(⊤)) ∧ pi ′!(pi ′, j′ !(⊤))
is positive. is implies that the larger open
pi !(⊤) ∧ pi ′ !(⊤)
is also positive, and therefore, i ≡ i ′. Wewill now prove
that j ≡ j ′. Since i ≡ i ′, by equality induction we can
consider them both i , so that we know that
(pi ◦ pi, j )!(⊤) ∧ (pi ◦ pi, j′)!(⊤)
= pi !(pi, j !(⊤)) ∧ pi !(pi, j′ !(⊤))
= pi !(pi, j !(⊤) ∧ pi, j′ !(⊤)) (pi ! preserves meets)
is positive. Note that any direct image map f! preserves
joins, and accordingly, if f!(U ) is positive thenU is pos-
itive. erefore,
pi, j !(⊤) ∧ pi, j′ !(⊤)
is positive, and by pairwise disjointness of the covering
family, we know j ≡ j ′. erefore, (i, j) ≡ (i ′, j ′).
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expression e ::= x | f (e, . . . , e) | case(e)

p ⇒ e
.
.
.
p ⇒ e
paern p ::= f | x | | f (p) | p, p
function f
variable x
Figure 2. Syntax for our simple language with paern matching.
FSpc (Totality and determinism) is is just the intersection
Jnd ∩ Jp , and it is straightforward from the definition of
a Grothendieck pretopology that they are closed under ar-
bitrary intersection.

4.4 Syntax of pattern matching
We now describe syntax for a programming language with spaces
with paern matching as guided by the above semantics.
Each of C ∈ {FSpc, FSpcnd , FSpcp , FSpcnd,p } are cartesian
monoidal categories, meaning that they admit a restricted (first-
order) λ-calculus syntax (Escardo´ 2004), with the typing rules
(x : A) ∈ Γ
Γ ⊢C x : A
var
f : A1 × · · · ×An →C B
Γ ⊢C e1 : A1 · · · Γ ⊢C en : An
Γ ⊢C f (e1, . . . , en) : B
app
,
where contexts are lists of spaces and in the var rule (x : A) ∈
Γ denotes a witness that A is a member of the list Γ. Let Prod :
list(FSpc) → FSpc denote the product of a list of types. We use an
unadorned turnstile ⊢ for continuous maps, C = FSpc.
Proposition 4.20. Given any expression Γ ⊢C e : A, we can con-
struct a term neo : Prod(Γ) →C A.
In Fig. 3 we define syntax and typing rules for paerns, where
p : A ⊣ Γ intuitively means that the paern p provides a context
of paern matching variables Γ by paern matching on a space A.
For instance, we could have the paern
(up(x),y) : A⊥ × B ⊣ x : A,y : B
on a spaceA⊥×B that provides variables x : A and y : B to be used
in the branch corresponding to that paern.
f : ∗ →o A
f : A ⊣ ·
constant
v : A ⊣ v : A
var
: A ⊣ ·
wildcard
p : U ⊣ Γ f : U →o A
f (p) : A ⊣ Γ
compose
p : A ⊣ Γ q : B ⊣ ∆
p,q : A × B ⊣ Γ, ∆
product
Figure 3. Syntax and type rules for paerns.
eorem 4.21. Given any paern derivation p : A ⊣ Γ, there is a
map npo : Prod(Γ) × ∆ →o A for some space ∆ that collects the
“discarded variables” from the wildcards6.
Proof. By induction on the derivation of the paern:
constant By assumption, we have a constant map of the
right kind.
var We use id : A→o A.
wildcard We also use id : A →o A, but since we require
Γ  ∗, we set the “garbage space” ∆ to be A.
compose By induction, we have a map npo : Γ × ∆ →o U
for some ∆. en we use the composition (f ⊗ id∆) ◦ npo :
Γ × ∆ →o A, threading through the “garbage” space ∆.
product By induction, we have maps npo : Γ1 × ∆1 →o A
and nqo : Γ2 × ∆2 →B . eir parallel composition npo ⊗
nqo : Γ1 × Γ2 →o A × B is also a map of the right kind,
which we can use, together with some homeomorphisms
to rearrange the “garbage” spaces ∆1 and ∆2 and to pass
them through.

Note that the same paern syntax would work with open em-
beddings instead of openmaps, as they too form a category and are
closed under parallel composition; paerns of open embeddings
are necessary for constructing deterministic programs.
Note that the definition of paerns we give here does not admit
some structural rules that may be expected, such as
Strengthening Given p : A ⊣ Γ, we cannot necessarily derive
p : A ⊣ ∆ where ∆ is a sub-list of Γ.
Exchange Given p : A ⊣ Γ, ∆, we cannot necessarily derive
p : A ⊣ ∆, Γ.
ese structural properties aren’t necessary since paerns are pro-
viding a context to be used by the expression language, which does
have the corresponding rules weakening and exchange. Regard-
less, thewildcard rule still gives a sort of “explicit” strengthening,
allowing the user to discard some variables.
We can now define a general (mostly) syntactic rule for inter-
preting the paern matches described in this section.
eorem 4.22. We can interpret the syntax7
Γ ⊢C s : A
∏
i :I
pi : A ⊣o Ai∏
i :I
Γ,Ai ⊢C ei : B (npio)i :I ∈ JC
Γ ⊢C
(
case(s)
{
[i : I ] pi ⇒ ei
)
: B
case-C
(with the one non-syntactic side condition (npio)i :I ∈ JC), where
C ∈ {FSpc, FSpcnd , FSpcp , FSpcnd,p }.
Proof. e syntactic constructions give us maps nso : Γ →C A,
npio : Ai × ∆i →o A (for some spaces ∆i representing discarded
variables in the paern pi ), and neio : Γ×Ai →C B. e condition
(npio)i :I ∈ JC means that these maps appropriately cover A, so
that we get an appropriately behavedmap inv : A→C
∑
i :I Ai ×∆i .
6 Discarding variables is unnecessary if we only consider overt spaces A; a space A
is overt if the map A →c ∗ is an open map. Classically, all spaces are overt.
7 As mnemonics, I stands for index type, s stands for scrutinee of a case expression,
p stands for paern, and e for expression.
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Wemust produce a map f : Γ →C B. We can do so by defining
8
f : Γ →C B
f (γ ) , let 〈i,x〉 , inv(nso(γ )) in neio(γ , fst(x)). 
Note that the condition (npio)i :I ∈ JC that the paerns lie
in the appropriate Grothendieck pretopology is trivial when C =
FSpcnd,p , making the rule purely syntactic.
5 Formal logics for approximate decision
procedures
In this section, we develop a formal logic for constructing decision
procedures on spaces that may be either partial or nondeterminis-
tic, by simply considering partial and/or nondeterministic Boolean
values. is is useful where there are not total and determinis-
tic decision procedures: for instance, there are no nontrivial maps
R →c B (since R is connected) but plenty of nondeterministic
maps R→nd B or partial maps R→p B.
Conventional decision procedures in general functional program-
ming correspond to decidable predicates, or functions returning
Boolean values. Decidable predicates are closed under conjunction,
disjunction, and negation since those operations are computable
on B, and additionally they are closed under universal and existen-
tial quantification over finite9 sets.
Analogously, B-valued continuous maps are also closed under
conjunction, disjunction, and negation, and they admit quantifica-
tion over compact-overt spaces (which generalize finite sets). We
will show that these operations still workwhen partiality or nonde-
terminism is admied, where Boolean logic is generalized tomany-
valued logic with the structure of a quasi-Boolean algebra.
Proposition 5.1. Maps A→nd,p B are in bijective correspondence
with pairs (P ,Q) of opens of A. For maps A →nd B the opens are
covering, i.e., ⊤ ≤ P ∨ Q , and for maps A →p B they are disjoint,
i.e., P ∧Q ≤ ⊥.
is correspondence between pairs of opens and Boolean-valued
maps establishes two alternative perspectives on approximate decision-
making, one spatial and one more algorithmic in flavor. We think
of P as the “true” region and Q the “false” region. We can also
think of Q as representing the closed subspace complement Q of
the open subspace Q , in which case T ≤ P ∨Q corresponds to the
subspace inclusion Q ⊆ P , and P ∧Q ≤ ⊥ corresponds to P ⊆ Q .
Adding nondeterminism or partiality changes the behavior in
comparison to deterministic decision procedures. We can charac-
terize this algebraically. In Set, B forms a Boolean algebra. Since
the functor Discrete : Set → FSpc is full, faithful, and preserves
binary products and the terminal object, this lis to an internal
Boolean algebra (within FSpc) on B the space. We can again li
these operations by the forgetful functor FSpc → FSpcC ; for in-
stance, the lied version of the Boolean “and” operation (&& :
B × B →nd,p B) is potentially true if its argument potentially
takes on values whose conjunction is equal to true. However, the
operations on B no longer form a Boolean algebra within either
FSpcnd or Fspcp :
8 While the “let-in” syntax for using the universal property (itself a sort of paern
matching) of sums has not been formally described, hopefully it is clear how it can
be implemented via categorical semantics.
9 By “finite,” we always mean Kuratowski-finite (Johnstone 1977).
Proposition 5.2. e spaceB does not form a Boolean algebra (with
its usual operations) within either FSpcnd or Fspcp .
Proof. In particular, there is the nondeterministic value both : ∗ →nd
B and the partial value neither : ∗ →p B satisfying
both∗(· = true) = both∗(· = false) = ⊤
neither∗(· = true) = neither∗(· = false) = ⊥,
which implies that
both | | ! both = both , true
neither | | ! neither = neither , true,
whereas in a Boolean algebra there is the identity x | | !x = true. 
oughB does not form aBoolean algebra in FSpcnd,p , it comes
close:
Proposition 5.3. e space B forms a quasi-Boolean algebra (or
De Morgan algebra) in FSpcnd,p , meaning that B with &&, | |, true,
and false forms a bounded distributive laice, and ! is a De Morgan
involution, in that it satisfies ! !x = x and !(x && y) = !x | | !y.
Proof sketch. It is instructive to observe how the operations act
on generalized points Γ →nd,p B; we will use their equivalent
representation as pairs of opens of Γ. Observe that
(P1,Q1) && (P2,Q2) = (P1 ∧ P2,Q1 ∨Q2)
(P1,Q1) | | (P2,Q2) = (P1 ∨ P2,Q1 ∧Q2)
!(P ,Q) = (Q, P)
true = (⊤,⊥) false = (⊥,⊤).
We can use this to confirm the various laws, for instance, that true
is the identity for &&,
true && (P ,Q) = (⊤ ∧ P ,⊥ ∨Q) = (P ,Q).
We similarly can confirm false is the identity for | |, and it is easy to
observe that && and | | are commutative and associative. Absorp-
tion of && and | | follows from the similar absorption properties of
opens, and likewise for their distributivity properties.
It remains to confirm that ! is a deMorgan involution. We have
! !(P ,Q) = !(Q, P) = (P ,Q)
and
!((P1,Q1) && (P2,Q2)) = !(P1 ∧ P2,Q1 ∨Q2) = (Q1 ∨Q2, P1 ∧ P2)
= (Q1, P1) | | (Q2, P2) = !(P1,Q2) | | !(P2,Q2).

e argument also shows that B is a quasi-Boolean algebra in
FSpcnd and FSpcp as well. We will show that in each variant, it
is possible to quantify these approximate decision procedures over
compact-overt spaces.
5.1 antification over compact-overt spaces
When working with sets, if a predicate P on a set A is decidable
and if A is finite, then ∀a : A. P(a) and ∃a : A. P(a) are decidable
as well. e spatial analogue of the finite sets is the compact-overt
spaces.
A space Σ, called the Sierpin´ski space, is useful in describing the
logic of opens: there is a correspondenceO (A)  A→c Σ between
opens ofA and Σ-valued continuousmaps onA for any spaceA. We
can use this to describe opens via Σ-valued continuous maps. We
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use the notation {x : A | e} where e is a Σ-valued term that may
mention x , i.e., x : A ⊢ e : Σ, to denote the open subspace {A | neo}.
For instance, we can define the open subspace {x : R | x × x < 2},
where (<) : R × R →c Σ. We will readily conflate opens and Σ-
valued continuous maps, implicitly converting between the two.
5.1.1 On compact-overt spaces
Definition 5.4 (Vickers 1997). A space K is compact if for every
space Γ, the functor−×⊤K : O (Γ) → O (Γ × K) has a right adjoint
∀K : O (Γ ×A) → O (Γ)
10. Similarly, a space A is overt if for every
space Γ, −×⊤A has a le adjoint ∃A : O (Γ ×A) → O (Γ). A space
is compact-overt if it is compact and overt.
ese conditions are the definitions of universal and existential
quantification in terms of adjoints, viewing Γ as some context and
opens as truth values in a context. ese adjunctions allow us to
define syntax for quantification of Σ-valued continuous maps on
compact-overt spaces:
Γ, x : K ⊢ e : Σ K compact
Γ ⊢ ∀x ∈ K . e : Σ
Γ, x : A ⊢ e : Σ A overt
Γ ⊢ ∃x ∈ A. e : Σ
For any compact-overt space K , for any Γ and P ,Q : O (Γ × K),
we have in Γ (Vickers 1997)
∀K (P ∨Q) ≤ ∀KP ∨ ∃KQ and ∀KP ∧ ∃KQ ≤ ∃K (P ∧Q).
ese properties allow us to quantify over compact-overt spaces,
too. at is, we can add some syntax
Γ, x : K ⊢C e : B K compact-overt
Γ ⊢C ∀x ∈ K . e : B
Γ, x : K ⊢C e : B K compact-overt
Γ ⊢C ∃x ∈ K . e : B
that behaves as we would expect (for a quasi-Boolean algebra, at
least). We interpret this syntax by defining quantification function-
als of the type (Γ × K →C B) → (Γ →C B). For a compact-overt
space K , we define a universal-quantification functional
∀K : (Γ × K →C B) → (Γ →C B)
∀K (P ,Q) , (∀KP ,∃KQ).
We confirm this definition works for C = nd because it preserves
covering: if ⊤ ≤ P ∨Q , then
⊤Γ ≤ ∀A(⊤Γ×A) (∀A adjointness)
≤ ∀A(P ∨Q) ((P ,Q) cover Γ ×A, ∀A monotone)
≤ ∀AP ∨ ∃AQ . (A compact-overt)
Dually, it works forC = p since it preserves disjointness: if P∧Q ≤
⊥, then
∀AP ∧ ∃AQ ≤ ∃A(P ∧Q) (A compact-overt)
≤ ∃A(⊥Γ×A) ((P ,Q) disjoint, ∃A monotone)
≤ ⊥Γ . (∃A adjointness)
We can similarly define the existential-quantification functional
by ∃K (P ,Q) , (∃KP , ∀KQ). By inspection, the two quantifiers are
related by the law
!(∀A f ) = ∃A(! f ).
10 is definition of compactness is equivalent to the more common one, that every
open cover has a finite subcover.
We make the notion that these operations are quantifiers pre-
cise by showing that these quantification functionals are adjoints
to a weakening functional. e quasi-Boolean algebra on B deter-
mines the preorder which we call truth order on mapsA→nd,p B:
representing maps as pairs of opens, we define (P1,Q1) ≦ (P2,Q2)
if and only if both P1 ≤ P2 and Q2 ≤ Q1.
For any spaces Γ and A, weakening ((− ◦ fst) : (Γ →nd,p B) →
(Γ × A →nd,p B)) is monotone with respect to truth order. e
quantifiers deserved to be called such:
eorem 5.5. e existential- and universal-quantification func-
tionals are le and right adjoints to weakening, respectively, with
respect to truth order, i.e., ∃K ⊣ (− ◦ fst) ⊣ ∀K .
Proof. First we prove that ∃A is le adjoint to weakening: given
a map Γ × A →nd,p B represented by the opens (P ,Q) a map
Γ →nd,p B represented by opens (U ,V ), we must show
(P ,Q) ≦ (− ◦ fst)(U ,V ) ⇐⇒ ∃A(P ,Q) ≦ (U ,V )
(P ,Q) ≦ (U × ⊤,V × ⊤) ⇐⇒ (∃AP ,∀AQ) ≦ (U ,V )
P ≤ U × ⊤ and V × ⊤ ≤ Q ⇐⇒ ∃AP ≤ U and V ≤ ∀AQ .
In the final form, we see that this follows from adjoint properties
of the ∃A and ∀A operations that act on opens of Γ ×A.
e proof that ∀A is a right adjoint is a mirror image of the proof
regarding ∃A. 
5.1.2 On compact-overt subspaces
Sometimes, the space that we might want to quantify over could
depend on some continuous variables in the context. For instance,
we may want to quantify a predicate f : R × R →C B over
the triangle in R × R bounded by (0, 0), (1, 0), and (0, 1). We will
describe a formalism whereby it will be possible to write this as
∀x ∈ [0, 1]. ∀y ∈ [0, 1−x]. f (x,y).We handle this situation by con-
sidering spaces whose points represent compact-overt subspaces
of some space.
ere is a connection between overt spaces and the partiality-
and-nondeterminismmonadP♦: Every point ofP♦(A) corresponds
to an overt subspace of A11. Similarly, for each space A there is a
powerspace P(A) whose points correspond with compact sub-
spaces of A (Vickers 2004, 2009). We summarize its salient charac-
teristics. ere is a “necessity” modality  : O (A) → O (P(A))
that distributes over meets and directed joins (analogous to the
“possibility” modality ♦ : O (A) → O
(
P♦(A)
)
for the lower pow-
erspace). Continuous maps Γ →c P(A) are in bijective corre-
spondence with inverse image maps O (A) → O (Γ) that preserve
meets and directed joins. Like P♦, P is a strong monad.
e powerspace analogue of the compact-overt spaces is called
the Vietoris powerspace P♦ (Vickers 1989). Points of P♦(A) cor-
respond to compact-overt subspaces ofA. e space P♦ has both
the possibility and necessity modalities that interact exactly as
with the compact-overt spaces. at is, for any opens P ,Q : O (A),
the following laws hold:
(P ∨Q) ≤ P ∨ ♦Q (1)
P ∧ ♦Q ≤ ♦(P ∧Q). (2)
11 Specifically, the points of P♦(A) are in bijective correspondence with the weakly
closed overt subspaces of A (Vickers 2007b, eorem 32).
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Like for the lower powerspaces, there is the “positive” subspace
P+
♦
(A) of P♦(A) that additionally satisfies ⊤ ≤ ♦⊤ and ⊥ ≤
⊥.
We can add some additional syntax to make it easier to describe
opens with these modalities:
Γ ⊢ s : P♦(A) Γ, x : A ⊢ e : Σ
Γ ⊢ ∃x ∈ s . e : Σ
Γ ⊢ s : P(A) Γ, x : A ⊢ e : Σ
Γ ⊢ ∀x ∈ s . e : Σ .
is syntax is interpreted using the correspondence Σ  P♦(∗) 
P(∗) (Townsend 2006) via the strong monadic “bind” operations
of P♦ and P. Specifically, replacing Σ with P♦(∗) in ∃-Σ-sub-
form and with P(∗) in ∀-Σ-sub-form, these rules just corre-
spond to the bind operation of a strong monadM , which composes
maps Γ → M(A) and Γ ×A→ M(B) to produce Γ → M(B).
Accordingly, we can quantify our Booleans over compact-overt
subspaces as well in the same way, implementing the syntax
Γ ⊢ s : P♦(A) Γ, x : A ⊢C e : B
Γ ⊢C Qx ∈ s . e : B
whereQ is either ∀ or∃. Just as in the case of compact-overt spaces,
these definitions preserves both covering and disjointness, so C
can have any combination of partiality and nondeterminism.
is syntax is implemented in the following manner: Given any
map f : Γ × A→C B of A, we define its universal quantification
∀[·] f : Γ × P♦(A) →C B
∀[·] f , case(p)
{
ι[λ(γ , s). ∀x ∈ s . f (γ , x) = true] ( ) ⇒ true
ι[λ(γ , s). ∃x ∈ s . f (γ , x) = false] ( ) ⇒ false
.
We can confirm ∀[·] f is total, i.e.,
⊤ ≤ (λ(γ , s). ∀x ∈ s . f (γ , x) = true)∨(λ(γ , s). ∃x ∈ s . f (γ , x) = false)
if f is total with the derivation12
⊤ ≤ λ(γ , s). ∀x ∈ s . ⊤ ( preserves ⊤)
≤ λ(γ , s). ∀x ∈ s . f (x) = true ∨ f (x) = false
≤ λ(γ , s). (∀x ∈ s . f (x) = true) ∨ ∃x ∈ s . f (x) = false. (law 1)
Similarly, ∀[·] f is deterministic if f is deterministic.
We can define ∃[·] f : P♦(A) →nd,p B by composing ∀[·] f
with Boolean negation.
Compact-overt subspaces form a convenient class of spaces over
which exhaustive reasoning is possible. e continuous image of a
compact-overt space is compact-overt (just as the image of a finite
set under any map is finite). Like finite subsets, compact-overt sub-
spaces are closed under finitary union but not necessarily intersec-
tion. Naturally, a finite set viewed as a discrete space is compact-
overt.
12 e algebraic manipulations in this derivation are justified by the corresponding
ones on P♦(A). For instance ⊤ ≤ ⊤ implies
λ(γ , s). ⊤ ≤ λ(γ , s). ∀x ∈ s . ⊤.
6 Implementation and case studies
6.1 Implementation in Marshall
We implemented a paern-matching construct as well as a library
for partial and/or nondeterministic decision procedures within the
Marshall programming language for exact real arithmetic (Bauer
2008), which is based on Abstract Stone Duality, a related, though
different, theory of constructive topology.
Marshall’s type system includes real (R), prop (Σ), finitary prod-
ucts, and function types. Notably, it lacks discrete types such as B
and has no support for subspace types. However, we used prop * prop
to simulate B, using the correspondence with pairs of opens de-
scribed in Proposition 5.1.
Partiality is intrinsic toMarshall, whether in evaluation of terms
of type prop, or evaluation of real numbers defined by Dedekind
cuts where there is a gap between the le and right cuts. In the
course of adding a paern-match construct and computational sup-
port for it, we added support for nondeterminism in this manner,
which was not previously available. Accordingly, Marshall effec-
tively allows programming in FSpcnd,p .
Our paern-match construct inMarshall has syntax and is typed
as follows:
∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,n},pi : prop ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,n},ei : t
(p1˜>e1|| . . . ||pn˜>en) : t
is is different, and substantially less general, than paernmatch-
ing described in §4: there is no variable binding, and only finitely
many cases are permied. Regardless, this construct suffices to en-
able implementation of the approximate decision procedures of §5,
including quantification over those compact-overt spaces that are
available in Marshall, which are closed intervals with rational end-
points (and implicitly, their finitary products), as well as to imple-
ment simplified versions of examples that follow. emodified ver-
sion ofMarshall and examples are available at hps://github.com/psg-mit/marshall-lics/.
We describe the semantics of Marshall and its extension in further
detail in Appendix C.
6.2 Case studies
6.2.1 Autonomous car approaching a yellow light
Sometimes, partiality is unacceptable. Consider an autonomous
car that is approaching a traffic light that has just turned yellow.
To ensure safety, the car must be outside of the intersection when
the light turns red. is requires the discrete decision to bemade of
whether or not to proceed through the intersection. We will model
this problemwith some additional concrete detail and demonstrate
that it is impossible to do so deterministically, but with nondeter-
minism it is possible to write a program with a formal safety guar-
antee.
We model the car’s state when the light turns yellow as a posi-
tion and velocity, CarState , {(x,v) : R × R | 0 < v < vmax},
where the velocity is positive but bounded. At the moment the
light turns yellow, the car may choose a constant acceleration in
the range Accel , {R | amin < · < amax}, limited by the car’s
physical capabilities (with amin < 0 < amax). e continuous map
pos : CarState×Accel →c R computes where the car will lie when
the light turns red, given the car’s state when the light turns yellow
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and the chosen acceleration in the intervening period13. We define
the position 0 to be where the intersection begins and let w > 0
mark the end of the intersection. us, we define safe : O (R) by
safe , (· < 0) ∨ (w < ·).
e problem of choosing an acceleration to safely navigate the
intersection is that of finding a function f : CarState →c {y :
CarState × Accel | safe(pos(y))} such that fst ◦ f = id.
Proposition 6.1. It is impossible to continuously choose an acceler-
ation to safely navigate the intersection (i.e., there is no continuous
map f as described above).
Proof. Note that {y : CarState×Accel | safe(pos(y))} has two con-
nected components, corresponding to whether the car is before
the intersection (pos(y) < 0) or past the intersection (w < pos(y))
when the light turns red. If there were such an f , then since
CarState is connected, so would be the image of f , meaning that f
must, regardless of the initial car state, always make the same de-
cision of whether to stop for the intersection or proceed through.
But if the car’s initial state is sufficiently far back from the inter-
section, it could not choose an acceleration that ensures it is past
the intersection when the light turns red. Conversely, if the car
is already past the intersection, it cannot go backwards and thus
cannot ensure it is before the intersection when the light turns
red. 
Proposition 6.2. However, if we permit nondeterminism, we can
produce amap f : CarState →nd {y : CarState×Accel | safe(pos(y))}
that nondeterministically chooses an acceleration that is always safe,
assuming some conditions on the constants amin, amax, vmax ,w , and
the time T between when the light turns yellow and when it turns
red.
Proof. We outline one possible solution. Let ε > 0 be some buffer
distance. We can compute as a function of the initial car state the
necessary acceleration to proceed through the light and be at po-
sition w + ε when the light turns red, as well as the necessary de-
celeration to stop before the light at position −ε ,
ago : CarState →c R
ago(x,v) , max
(
0, 2(w + ε − x −vT )/T 2
)
astop : CarState →p R
astop(x,v) ,
v2
2(x + ε)
.
Note that ago(x,v) is always nonnegative, and astop(x,v) is always
nonpositive. We assemble the final solution as
f : CarState →nd {y : CarState × Accel | safe(pos(y))}
f (s) , case(s)
{
ι[λc . ago(c) < amax] (c
′) ⇒ (c ′,ago(c
′))
ι[λc . amin < astop(c)] (c
′) ⇒ (c ′,astop(c
′))
.
Formal proof would be required to show that the output of each
branch is indeed within the required subspaces indicated by the
output type.
13 However, we enforce that velocity remains nonnegative, so if the car deceler-
ates to zero velocity before the light turns red, it remains stopped rather than going
backwards.
let a_go = fun x : real => fun v : real =>
max 0 (2 * (w + eps - x - v * T) / (T * T));;
let a_stop = fun x : real => fun v : real =>
v * v / (2 * (x + eps));;
let accel = fun x : real => fun v : real =>
( a_go x v < a_max ˜> a_go x v
|| a_stop x v > a_min ˜> a_stop x v );;
Figure 4. A Marshall program that uses an overlapping paern
match to nondeterministically compute the desired acceleration of
an autonomous car approaching a traffic light.
With sufficient conditions on the constants, we can prove that
the cases of f are covering, i.e., that it is always the case that either
the go or stop strategy is applicable14. 
is translates to the Marshall program in Fig. 4.
6.2.2 Approximate root-finding
Given an arbitrary continuous function f : K →c R, where K
is compact-overt, then least one of the following statements must
hold:
• ere is some x ∈ K such that | f (x)| < ε .
• For every x ∈ K , f (x) , 0.
e following root-finding program nondeterministically com-
putes which, in the former case computing some x ∈ K that is
almost a root:
rootsf : ∗ →nd {∗ | ∀x ∈ K . f (x) , 0} + {x : K | | f (x)| < ε}
rootsf , case()
{
ι[∃x ∈ K . | f (x)| < ε] (y) ⇒ inr(simulate(y))
ι[∀x ∈ K . f (x) , 0] (n) ⇒ inl(n)
.
at the two cases cover follows from the logic in §5: the opens
| · | < ε and · , 0 cover R, and covering opens are stable under
pullback by continuous maps f and quantification over compact-
overt spaces K . Specifically, we can define a map
[· , 0]ε : R→nd B
[x , 0]ε , case(x)
{
ι[· , 0] ( ) ⇒ true
ι[λx . |x | < ε] ( ) ⇒ false
that approximately determines whether a real number is nonzero.
en the map
no roots′ε : ∗ →nd B
no roots′ε , ∀x ∈ K . [x , 0]ε
is defined by the same pair of opens as in the definition of rootsf ,
and hence those opens cover ∗.
It remains to define simulate, which in general has the type
simulate : {∗ | ∃x ∈ A. U (x)} →nd {x : A | U (x)}
for any overt space A and open U of A (in rootsf , A is K and U is
λx . | f (x)| < ε). Given the existence of some values that satisfy a
14 e cases cover so long asw + 2ε ≤ 12T
2amax , i.e., it is possible to speed up from
a standstill to cross the intersection, and
vmax < −amin
(
T +
√
T 2 − 2 (½T 2amax −w − 2ε ) /amin
)
which guarantees that the car never goes so fast that it is too close to stop and also
cannot speed up to pass through the intersection in time.
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let exists_bool_interval = fun pred : real -> bool =>
(exists x : [0,1], is_true (pred x)) ˜> tt
|| (forall x : [0,1], is_false (pred x)) ˜> ff ;;
let is_0_eps = fun x : real =>
x < 0 \/ x > 0 ˜> ff
|| -eps < x /\ x < eps ˜> tt ;;
let roots_interval = fun f : real -> real =>
exists_bool_interval (fun x : real => is_0_eps (f x));;
Figure 5. A Marshall program that approximately computes
whether a continuous function f has roots on [0, 1].
propertyU ofA, simulate can nondeterministically simulate those
values. It is defined by the inverse image map
simulate∗ : O ({A | U }) → O ({∗ | ∃AU })
simulate∗(V ) , ∃A(V ∧U ).
Proposition 6.3. e inverse image map simulate∗ preserves joins
and ⊤.
Proof. First, we confirm that the output lies in the open subspace
U of A, that is, that simulate∗ is gives equivalent results on inputs
V andW satisfyingV ∧U =W ∧U . is is straightforward because
simulate∗ immediately applies · ∧U to its argument.
e map preserves joins since it is the composition ∃A ◦ (· ∧U ),
both of which preserve joins. It preserves ⊤ (or equivalently, U ),
since
simulate∗(⊤) = ∃A(U ),
which is equal to ⊤ in {∗ | ∃AU }. 
e approximate root-finding program rootsf accomplishes the
task of approximate root-finding over a very general class of func-
tions with a very short definition that works by composing con-
structs from §4 and §5. at K is compact-overt means that it im-
plements a general computational interface for exhaustive search.
eMarshall functional in Fig. 5 approximately decideswhether
a real-valued function f : R→c R has roots on the interval [0, 1].
7 Related work
Several works exploit the ability to quantify over compact-overt
spaces (Escardo´ 2004, 2007; Simpson 1998; Taylor 2010) to compute
values in R, B, or Σ, but not partial or nondeterministic Boolean
values.
FSpcnd,p is equivalent to the category of suplaices (also known
as complete join semilaices), which is well-studied and its rela-
tion to FSpcwell-documented (Ciraulo et al. 2013; Johnstone 2002;
Townsend 2006; Vickers 2004). Vickers defines ·⊥ and P
+
♦
(1989),
but we are not aware of any previous explicit characterizations of
these constructions as strong monads induced by adjoints to the
forgetful functors to FSpcp and FSpcnd , respectively.
Several works describe related programming formalisms involv-
ing continuity, partiality, and nondeterminism. Marcial-Romero and Escardo´
(2007) define a language with real-number computation that ad-
mits nontermination and has a foundational family of functions
rtesta,b which map real numbers to nondeterministic Boolean val-
ues, with a domain-theoretic semantics that uses Hoare powerdo-
mains (which roughly corresponds to P♦). Establishing totality
requires reasoning within their operational model, in contrast to
our framework, which optionally has denotational semantics for
total functions. Escardo´ (1996) defines a language “Real PCF” with
a denotational semantics in terms of cpo’s, in which there is an op-
eration known as a “parallel conditional,” which corresponds to the
internal “or” operation on the Sierpin´ski space ∨Σ : Σ×Σ →c Σ in
our formalism. Parallel conditionals are applied to construct deter-
ministic functions on the real numbers, which differs from our ex-
amples, whose computations are total but nondeterministic. Sim-
ilarly, Tsuiki’s work on computation with Gray-code-based real
numbers (2002) is based on “indeterministic” computation, where
potentially nonterminating computationsmust be interleaved, and
those that terminate must agree in their answers.
We are unaware of any other notion of paern matching that
permits paerns where determining membership is undecidable,
without jeopardizing totality. Mu¨ller (2009) describes a system for
exact real arithmetic that has a datatype of “lazy Booleans” analo-
gous to our partial Booleans, as well as a partial and nondetermin-
istic n-ary choose operation on lazy Booleans. dReal is a tool that
allows computation of approximate truth values over R (Gao et al.
2012), allowing order comparisons and bounded quantifiers. Our
calculus of nondeterministic B-valued maps, when restricted to R,
provides similar computational abilities but with a different foun-
dational framework.
8 Conclusion
We presented a semantic framework for principled computation
with continuous values with partiality and/or nondeterminism. In
each variant, paern-matching constructs facilitate construction
of programs, and the Booleans yield a formal logic for approximate
decision procedures.
e programs we describe are executable, thanks to their use of
constructive topology, as demonstrated by their implementation
in our modified version of Marshall.
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A Constructive topology
is appendix gives further detail about constructive topology. In
particular, it introduces formal topology, which is a constructive
and predicative version of locale theory that is useful for describ-
ing explicit constructions on locales, and which alsomakes its com-
putational content more clear.
A.1 Formal topology
In this section, we formally describe formal spaces, and then the in-
ductively generated formal spaces. Each of these are locales whose
structures are presented in a particular (predicative) way.
Definition A.1. A formal space A is a preorder OB(A) together
with a relation ⊳ : OB(A) → (OB(A) → Ω) → Ω that satisfies the
rules in Figure 6.
e intuitive meaning of this structure is that OB(A) is a set of
basic opens on A, where a ≤OB(A) b if the basic open a is included
refl
a ∈ U
a ⊳U
trans
a ⊳U U ⊳V
a ⊳V
≤-left
a ≤ b b ⊳U
a ⊳U
≤-right
a ⊳U a ⊳V
a ⊳U ↓ V
Figure 6. Rules that a formal cover relation must satisfy.
in the basic open b . A subset U : OB(A) → Ω represents an arbi-
trary union of the basic opens inU . is means that every open of
A can be represented as a subsetU : OB(A) → Ω. en a ⊳U repre-
sents the proposition that the basic open a is covered by the open
U (that is, the extent of a is included in the extent of U , though it
need not be the case that directly a ∈ U ).
is can be extended to specify the entire covering relation, that
is, when an openU is covered by another openV . We define (over-
loading the notation ⊳ to have either basic opens or opens on the
le side)
U ⊳V , ∀a ∈ U . a ⊳V ,
which says that U is covered by V if all of the basic opens com-
prisingU are covered byV . With this definition, we can define the
(large) set of opens onA, O (A), as the type OB(A) → Ω where two
opens U ,V : OB(A) → Ω are equivalent if they each cover each
other, i.e., U ⊳V and V ⊳U .
e intersection of two basic opens a and b need not necessarily
be a basic open itself; however, it must necessarily be the union of
basic opens c which are included in both a and b . erefore, we
define the operator15 16
↓ : OB(A) → OB(A) → (OB(A) → Ω)
a ↓ b ,
⋃
{c : A | c ≤ a and c ≤ b}.
e ↓ operator can be extended to apply to opens just by taking
unions, i.e.,
U ↓ V ,
⋃
a∈U
⋃
b ∈V
a ↓ b .
Having defined ↓, we can return to understand the rules on a
formal cover described in Figure 6. refl says that a basic open is
covered by an open that includes that basic open. ≤-left is similar,
saying that if U covers a basic open b , then it covers a basic open
a that is included in b . trans describes transitivity of the cover
relation: if a is covered by U , and U is covered by V , then a is
covered by V . ≤-right says that if a basic open a is covered by
two opensU and V , it must be covered by their intersection.
We should emphasize that these definitions and rules are purely
formal: basic opens are just “symbols” in some sense, rather than
subsets as they are in classical topology. e rules should match
spatial intuition but are not justified by it. e rules can be un-
derstood from a computational perspective as well, which is most
apparent when considering the definition of a point in a formal
space.
15 For any type A and x : A, the notation {x } denotes the singleton subset,
λy . x ≡ y .
16 ere aremany analogies between the construction of the topos of sheaves on a site
and the construction of the laice of opens of a formal space. e definition of ↓opera-
tor is just a special case of the construction of the product of representable presheaves,
where the presheaves are over the category OB(A) (considering a preorder as a cate-
gory). We will refrain from pointing out the other various correspondences.
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x |= a a ⊳U
x |= U
join
x |= ⊤
meet-0
x |= a x |= b
x |= a ↓ b
meet-2
Figure 7. Rules that a point of a formal space must satisfy.
Definition A.2. A point x of a formal space A is a subset (x |=
·) : OB(A) → Ω (read “x lies in”) satisfying the rules in Figure
7. e points of A form a set Pt(A) where two points x and y are
considered equivalent if for all a : OB(A), x |= a if and only if
y |= a.
As with the ↓ operator, we extend x |= · to operate on opens,
rather than just basic opens, by taking a union, 17
x |= U , ∃a ∈ U . x |= a.
e symbol ⊤ : O (A) denotes the trivially true propositional func-
tion (i.e., subset that is the whole set), and denotes the open that
represents the entire space.
Intuitively, x |= a means that the point x lies in the basic open
a. Points are described by which opens they lie in, but not every
collection of basic opens actually specifies a point. e join rule
says that if x lies in a and if a is covered by U , the x lies in U .
is can also be read computationally. If x |= a, and we provide a
cover U of a (imagine U is very fine), then x computes some basic
open b ∈ U such that x |= b . We call this computation spliing
a point with an open cover (following Palmgren (Palmgren 2007)).
meet-0 says that a point must lie in the entire space, and meet-2
says that if x lies in both U and V , then it must lie in their inter-
section. Another intuitive interpretation is that join allows one to
refine information about a point, meet-0 gives us some informa-
tion about the point (so there is at least something to refine), and
meet-2 allows us to combine two pieces of information into one.
DefinitionA.3. eone-point space ∗ is defined by takingOB(∗) ,
∗, where ∗ also denotes the preorder with one element , and
defining the cover relation
 ⊳U ,  ∈ U .
One can confirm that this covering relation satisfies the neces-
sary rules. en O (∗)  Ω, and therefore we can interpret the
subset (x |= ·) : OB(A) → Ω corresponding to a point x of a space
A also as an inverse image map x∗ : OB(A) → O (∗). In O (∗),
the ↓ operator corresponds to conjunction of propositions, and ⊳
to implication. We can use this correspondence to generalize the
definition of points of a space to continuous maps from one space
to another:
Definition A.4. A continuous map f from a formal space Γ to a
formal space A, wrien f : Γ →c A, is a map f
∗ : OB(A) → O (Γ)
satisfying the rules in Figure 8. e continuous maps from Γ to
A form a set Γ →c A where two maps f and д are considered
equivalent if for all a : OB(A), f
∗(a) = д∗(a).
17e existential quantifier in this definition should be viewed as a dependent pair,
where it is possible to compute the basic open that exists. is definition agrees with
formal topology as formalized in Martin-Lo¨f type theory but differs from Maiei and
Sambin (Maiei and Sambin 2013), who use an existential quantifier that does not
guarantee a computational interpretation.
a ⊳U
f ∗(a) ⊳ f ∗(U )
split
⊤ ⊳ f ∗(⊤)
meet-0
f ∗(a) ↓ f ∗(b) ⊳ f ∗(a ↓ b)
meet-2
.
Figure 8. Rules that a continuous map of formal spaces must sat-
isfy.
A.1.1 Inductively generated formal spaces
Unfortunately, in the general case, it seems impossible to form
product spaces for those formal spaces that have no structure be-
yond their satisfaction of the laws in Figure 6. is motivates the
definition of inductively generated formal spaces by Coquand et al.
(Coquand et al. 2003). As a category, the inductively generated for-
mal spaces have products and form a full subcategory of the more
general class of formal spaces.
For inductively generated formal spaces, the cover relation takes
a particular form: it is generated by an indexed family of axioms
of the form a ⊳U for concrete as and U s.
Definition A.5. A formal space A is inductively generated if for
each a : OB(A) there is an index type Ia : U indexing a family of
opens Ca : Ia → (OB(A) → Ω) such that the covering relation is
equivalent to the one inductively generated by the following con-
structors (which always satisfy the rules in Figure 6):
a ∈ U
a ⊳U
refl
a ≤ b b ⊳U
a ⊳U
≤-left
i : Ib a ≤ b a ↓ Cb (i) ⊳U
a ⊳U
cov-axiom
.
e covering relation generated by an axiom set (I ,C) is the
least covering relation satisfying a ⊳ Ca(i) for all a : OB(A) and
i : Ia (Coquand et al. 2003). e cov-axiom rule at once ensures
that the required covers are present and that trans and ≤-right
hold.
Most importantly, inductively generated formal spaces have prod-
ucts (Coquand et al. 2003) and pullbacks (Kawai 2017) (whereas
formal spaces in general may not). Coquand et al. and Vickers
demonstrate inductive generation of all spaces used in this report
(Coquand et al. 2003; Vickers 2004, 2005a, 2007b, 2009). ese con-
structions are critical in enabling computation over these spaces.
A.1.2 Locales
Formal topology describes spaces with a particular base of opens,
but oen it is easier to express certain constructions instead with
locale theory, where a space is described without reference to a
particular base. Every formal space determines a locale, but (pred-
icatively) one cannot in general construct a formal space from a
locale.
ere are really two key reasons (which are related) why we
deal with formal topology at all, rather than exclusively using lo-
cales:
• Formal topology is more concrete and, in practice, is useful
for giving concrete methods of constructing spaces (sim-
ilar to the use of generators and relations for presenting
locales).
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• Predicatively, a general construction of product spaces and
pullbacks does not appear to be possible for locales (Coquand et al.
2003). ese can only be constructed for (inductively gen-
erated) formal spaces.
Once a space has been constructed using formal topology, it
is sometimes convenient to shi to the language of locale theory,
where no fundamental distinction is drawn between the basic opens
and opens in general.
Definition A.6. A locale A is a distributive laice O (A) that has
top and boom elements, ⊤ and ⊥, respectively, and that has small
joins such that meets distribute over joins: 18
a ∧
∨
i :I
bi =
∨
i :I
a ∧ bi .
eorem A.7. For any formal space A, the preorder O (A) of opens
(defined in §A.1) yields a locale.
Proof sketch. We need to show O (A) has the requisite operations.
We define
⊤ , λ . ⊤
⊥ , λ . ⊥
U ∧V , U ↓ V∨
i :I
Ui ,
⋃
i :I
Ui .
One can confirm that these operations are well-defined (in fact,
monotone) with respect to the preorder on O (A) and that they
satisfy the requisite algebraic laws. 
We call the laice O (A) the opens of A, which describes the
observable or “affirmable” properties of A (Vickers 1989). If U ≤∨
i :I Vi , we call the family (Vi )i :I an open cover of U .
We next define the points and continuousmaps, which are closely
analogous to the version for formal spaces.
Definition A.8. A point x of a spaceA is a subset x |= · : O (A) →
U (read “x lies in”) such that
x |= U U ≤
∨
i :I
Vi
∃i : I . x |= Vi
join
x |= ⊤
meet-0
x |= U x |= V
x |= U ∧V
meet-2
.
By the same reasoning as with formal spaces, we can rephrase
these rules so that they suggest the rules for continuous maps:
U ≤
∨
i :I
Vi
x∗(U ) ≤ x∗
(∨
i :I
Vi
) join
⊤ ≤ x∗(⊤)
meet-0
x∗(U ) ∧ x∗(V ) ≤ x∗(U ∧V )
meet-2
.
18Having small joins means having I -indexed joins for any small type I : U. Any lat-
tice of opens O(A)where ⊤ , ⊥ is necessarily large. Since locale theory is generally
impredicative, care must be taken with defining the predicative analogue presented
here. Palmgren (Palmgren 2003) offers a more careful treatment of predicativity and
universes in formal topology.
However, since join implies that x∗ preserves small joins and
is monotone, this means that the reversed inequalities in the meet
rules must hold, and so we can simplify these rules to a simpler
and more algebraic definition:
Definition A.9. A continuous map f : A →c B between locales
is a map f ∗ : O (B) → O (A) that preserves ⊤, binary meets, and
small joins. e map f ∗ is known as the inverse image map.
A continuous map f : A →c B transforms covers on B into
covers on A. Locales and continuous maps form a category.
Definition A.10. Two spaces A and B are homeomorphic, wrien
A  B, if they are isomorphic in the category of continuous maps,
that is, if there are continuous maps f : A →c B and д : B →c A
such that д ◦ f = idA as well as f ◦ д = idB .
DefinitionA.11 (Specialization order). For twomaps f ,д : A→c
B, define f ≤ д if for every U : O (B), f ∗(U ) ≤ д∗(U ).
Whenever it is the case that f ≤ д,д can always behave as f .
For instance, if f and д are points, then given an open cover ⊤ ≤∨
i :I Ui , there is some i
∗ : I such that f |= Ui∗ . If f ≤ д, then
д |= Ui∗ as well.
Definition A.12. An open U : O (A) is positive, wrien Pos(U ) if
every open cover of U is nonempty, i.e., if for every small family
(Vi )i :I such that U ≤
∨
i :I Vi , I is inhabited.
Positivity encodes the notion of being “strictly bigger than ⊥,”
and assuming classical logic, Pos(U ) is equivalent to ¬(U ≤ ⊥).
Lemma A.13. If f : O (A) → O (B) preserves joins, then for U :
O (B), Pos(f (U )) implies Pos(U ).
Proof. Suppose U ≤
∨
i :I Vi . Since f preserves joins, it is mono-
tone, so
f (U ) ≤ f
(∨
i :I
Vi
)
=
∨
i :I
f (Vi ).
Since f (U ) is positive, I is inhabited by the above cover, and thus
U is positive. 
A.1.3 e computational content of formal topology
A continuous map f : Γ →c A (with a point of a space a special
case, where Γ  ∗) is defined by two pieces of data: its inverse
image map f ∗ : O (A) → O (Γ) and a formal proof that f ∗ pre-
serves small joins, ⊤, and binary meets. It is reasonable to con-
sider the inverse image map f ∗ a specification, as it describes the
observable behavior of the output in terms of observable proper-
ties of the input. is accordswith the fact that any two continuous
maps with the same inverse image maps are considered equal; the
formal proofs of structure preservation can be ignored when rea-
soning, except for the requirement that those formal proofs must
exist. However, the formal proofs are necessary for computing
concrete results, and so we can consider the formal proof that f ∗
preserves joins and finitary meets as the implementation of the be-
havior specified by f ∗. It is remarkable, then, that the specification
is “complete,” uniquely specifying a continuousmap (by definition)
if it exists.
Suppose we define a function f : Γ →c A. e map f can
be applied to an input x : Pt(Γ) to produce an outpoint point
f (x) : Pt(A). How then does one inspect f (x) to get concrete re-
sults about where the output lies within A?
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One computes concrete results in formal topology by spliing
a point with an open cover. is open cover may be arbitrarily
fine. By combining the join and meet-0 rules, we observe that if
we present a point y in a space Awith an open cover of the whole
space⊤ ≤
∨
i :I Ui , then y can compute an i : I such thaty lies inUi .
If a point lies in several opens in an open cover, it may return any
index corresponding to an open it lies in. In the case of the point
f (x) where f : Γ →c A, f translates a cover of A into a cover of
Γ, from which x can then compute some open from that cover of
Γ that it lies in.
For instance, a point x : Pt(R), when given a formal proof of the
open cover
⊤ ≤
∨
b :B
if b then (· < 1) else (· > −1),
must either return a concrete Boolean true together with a proof
x |= · < 1 or return false with a proof x |= · > −1. If a point lies in
both opens, whether it returns true or false depends on both the
“implementation” of the point (the formal proofs that x satisfies
join and meet-0) as well as the formal proof of the cover.
In implementing a real number, one must provide a function
which, given any tolerance ε > 0, produces a rational approxima-
tion within that tolerance. Imagine two implementations of the
real number 0, where the first always returns 0, whereas the sec-
ond returns ε/2. Consider a formal proof of the above cover of
R that proceeds in the following manner: first, approximate to a
tolerance of 1 with the cover ⊤ ≤
∨
q:Q B1(q). en, for a given
q : Q, if the lower endpoint q − 1 of the resulting approximating
interval B1(q) is at most 0, then prove that B1(q) ≤ (· < 1), and if
not, prove B1(q) ≤ (· > −1). With this particular formal covering
proof, the first implementation of 0 will return true, (· < 1), but the
second will return false, (· > −1). However, if this cover is applied
to the real number 2, the observation will be false, no maer the
implementation of 2 or the particular proof of the covering.
Note that the meet-2 rule does not figure into this notion of
computation. We can think of maps x |= · : O (A) → O (∗) that
satisfy join and meet-0 but not meet-2 as nondeterministic values
(see §3). But there is a notion of incremental computation where
meet-2 has a computational meaning.
Suppose we probe a point x : Pt(A) with a cover ⊤ ≤
∨
i :I Ui
and learn that x |= Ui∗ for some particular i∗ : I . en we may de-
cide to further refine our knowledge of x by probing with another
open cover Ui∗ ≤
∨
j :J Vj , or equivalently, Ui∗ ≤
∨
j :J Ui∗ ∧ Vj ,
to learn that x |= Ui∗ ∧ Vj∗ for some j∗ : J . is gives a sort of
“sequential composition” of spliing with covers. e meet-2 rule
allows two independent threads of computation to be joined. For
instance, we might probe x with an open cover to learn x |= U ,
and independently with another open cover (of the whole space,
not just U ) to learn that x |= V . By meet-2, we can combine what
we’ve learned to determine x |= U ∧ V , and can continue to re-
fine where x is with covers ofU ∧V . For nondeterministic values,
where meet-2 may not hold, this isn’t satisfied, since (informally)
each independent thread of refinement may get a different nonde-
terministic realization.
A.2 Spaces
A.2.1 Discrete spaces
e simplest kinds of spaces are those that just represent sets. Let
Set denote the category of sets. e objects of Set are types A
together with an equivalence relation =A: A→ A→ Ω on A, and
the arrows f : A→ B are those equivalence-preserving functions,
that is, functions f : A→ B on the underlying types such that for
all a,a′ : A, if a =A a
′, then f (a) =B f (a
′).
We will show that it is possible to work with sets within the
framework of spaces. Precisely, we can define a full and faithful
functor Discrete : Set → FSpc that exhibits Set as the discrete
spaces, which form a full subcategory of FSpc. Given a setA (with
equivalence relation =A), we construct a formal space whose type
of basic opens is A, with the inclusion preorder given by =A. We
think of a basic open a : A as representing the subset (· =A a) of
A, which is open in the discrete topology (and hence the preorder
defining inclusion of basic opens is discrete). Since every element
a : A represents both an open and a point of the the discrete space,
for a : Awe will use the notation · = a to refer to the open, reserv-
ing a for the point of the space.
In Discrete(A), we have a ⊳U if and only if there is some a′ : A
such that a =A a
′ and a′ ∈ U . We can use this to simplify the rules
that a point x of a discrete space or a continuous map f : Γ →c A
between discrete spaces must satisfy:
x |= a a =A b
x |= b
split
∃a : A. x |= a
meet-0
x |= a x |= b
a =A b
meet-2
a =A b
f ∗(a) =Γ→Ω f
∗(b)
split
∃a : A. γ ∈ f ∗(a)
meet-0
γ ∈ f ∗(a) γ ′ ∈ f ∗(b) γ =Γ γ
′
a =A b
meet-2
.
We observe that f ∗ identifies a relation between Γ and A. We
read γ ∈ f ∗(a) as “γ is in the preimage of a under f ” (which is
equivalent to saying that f maps γ to a). e join rule says that
this relation respects equality on A. meet-0 says that the relation
is total (from Γ to A), and meet-2 says that the relation respects
equality on Γ and also that each input maps to at most one output
(up to =A). Accordingly, f
∗ is a functional relation from the set Γ
to the setA, so it is in bijective correspondence with Γ →Set A, the
collection of functions from the set Γ to the set A, meaning that
the functor Discrete is full and faithful: continuous maps between
discrete spaces are just functions on their underlying sets.
Recall the functor Pt : FSpc→ Set which takes a space A to its
(large) set of points Pt(A), where two points are considered equal
if they lie in the same basic opens. is is right adjoint to Discrete,
i.e., Discrete ⊣ Pt, giving a correspondence for a set A and a space
B
A→Set Pt(B)
Discrete(A) →c B
=======================
.
A.2.2 Open subspaces
Given a space A and an open U : O (A), we can form the open
subspace {A | U } of A by making O ({A | U }) a quotient of O (A),
identifying opens P ,Q : O (A) in {A | U } when P ∧U = Q∧U . e
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quotient still defines a space, since the operation · ∧U : O (A) →
O (A) preserves binary meets and small joins.
A.2.3 e Sierpin´ski space
e Sierpin´ski space Σ is fundamental in topology, defining the
space of possible “truth values.” Just as the subsets of a set S are
in correspondence with functions S → Ω, the opens of a space A
are in correspondence with the continuous mapsA→c Σ (Vickers
1989),
O (A)  (A→c Σ).
e basic opens of Σ are OB(Σ) , B≤ , where B≤ is B with
the “truth order,” i.e., where false is strictly less than true. e
Sierpin´ski space has no covering axioms. We have thus defined Σ.
In particular, we have
(∗ →c Σ)  O (∗)  Ω,
so the points of Σ are just the propositions. Given any point x of
Σ, the corresponding proposition is x |= false. In particular, there
are points ⊤Σ and ⊥Σ , where ⊤Σ |= false but not ⊥Σ |= false. It is
convenient to denote the nontrivial open of Σ by · = ⊤Σ , since the
only global point lying in that open is ⊤Σ .
A.2.4 Disjoint unions (sums)
We have not come across any characterization of sum spaces in
FSpc, so we describe them here.
From a family of spaces (Ai )i :I parameterized over some index
type I 19, we can form their disjoint union space
∑
i :I Ai , which is
the coproduct of theAi s in FSpc. Intuitively,
∑
i :I Ai pastes all the
Ai s together, where points from different spaces are not consid-
ered near each other. When I ≡ B (as types), this specializes to
binary sums, which we denote with +. For instance, we have the
homeomorphism in FSpc
B  ∗ + ∗,
and more generally, for any type I (considered as a set with ≡ as
its equivalence relation),
Discrete(I ) 
∑
i :I
∗.
e preorder of basic opens of
∑
i :I Ai is the coproduct of the
basic opens of the constituent spaces,
OB
(∑
i :I
Ai
)
,
∑
i :I
OB(Ai ).
e preorder relation for the coproduct preorder
∑
i :I OB(Ai ) is
generated as the inductive type with the single constructor
a ≤Ai b
(i,a) ≤∑
j :I Aj
(i,b)
.
e axioms for
∑
i :I Ai are then just a sort of “coproduct” of the
axioms of the constituent spaces. For a basic open (j,a) : OB(
∑
i :I Ai ),
for each axiom a ⊳Aj U , we add the axiom
(j,a) ⊳ InDisjunctj (U ),
19 In this section, we require the index type I to satisfy uniqueness of identity proofs
(UIP), which states that
∀a, b : I . ∀p, q : a ≡ b . p ≡ q .
where InDisjunctj : O
(
Aj
)
→ O (
∑
i :I Ai ) is inductively gener-
ated by the constructor
a ∈ U
(j,a) ∈ InDisjunctj (U )
.
eorem A.14.
Aj 
{∑
i :I
Ai | InDisjunctj (⊤)
}
Proof sketch. Define f : Aj →c
{∑
i :I Ai | InDisjunctj (⊤)
}
to have
its inverse imagemap f ∗ : O
({∑
i :I Ai | InDisjunctj (⊤)
})
→ O
(
Aj
)
as the inductive family generated by the constructor
a =Aj a
′
a′ ∈ f ∗(j,a) .
Note that with this definition, f ∗(i,b) = ⊥ whenever i 6≡ j.
Define д :
{∑
i :I Ai | InDisjunctj (⊤)
}
→c Aj by
д∗(a) , (j, a).
It should be clear that f ∗ andд∗ are inverses of each other, so we
must just confirm that f ∗ and д∗ indeed define continuous maps,
which is mostly a calculational maer. For f , join is straightfor-
ward. We only note that proving that д satisfies meet-0 reduces
to
⊤ ⊳ InDisjunctj (⊤),
which is exactly the additional covering rule given by the open
subspace of f ’s output. 
Once open embeddings have been defined (§4.2.2), this theorem
will establish the open embedding injj : Aj ֒→
∑
i :I Ai .
A.2.5 Products
We next introduce notation and relevant properties for the con-
struction of product spaces in formal topology20.
For a family of spaces (Ai )i :I parameterized over some index
type I 21, we denote their product in FSpc by
∏
i :I Ai . e key idea
characterizing the structure of the product space is that we can
make an observation on the product space by choosing a compo-
nent and making an observation on that component. Since we can
only make finitely many observations, any open will make non-
trivial observations on only finitely many components.
More precisely, the sub-basic opens of
∏
i :I Ai are also given
by the coproduct preorder
∑
i :I OB(Ai ). However, we will use the
notation [i 7→ a] for i : I and a : OB(Ai ) to refer to such a sub-
basic open, because it represents the idea that the ith component
lies in a. Similarly, we can define the open [i 7→ U ] : O (
∏
i :I Ai )
for an arbitrary open U : O (Ai ) as inductively generated by the
constructor
a ∈ U
[i 7→ a] ∈ [i 7→ U ] .
e universal property of product spaces says that for any space
Γ and maps fi : Γ →c Ai , we can construct a continuous map
20Vickers (2005b) provides a full definition and characterization.
21 Again we require that I satisfy UIP.
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д : Γ →c
∏
i :I Ai . e inverse image map acts according to
22
д∗ : OSB
(∏
i :I
Ai
)
→ O (Γ)
д∗([ik 7→ ak ]) , f
∗
ik
(ak ).
If we consider the index type I ≡ B, we get the binary products,
which we denote A × B for spaces A and B. We notice that every
basic open of A × B is equivalent to one of the form
[true 7→ U ] ∧ [false 7→ V ]
for U : O (A) and V : O (B), and so we may use the notation U ×
V : OB (A × B) to represent a basic open of A × B (also known
as an open rectangle). Accordingly, every open of A × B can be
represented as a union of open rectangles.
Given f : Γ →c A and д : Γ →c B, we denote by 〈f ,д〉 : Γ →c
A × B the “pair” given by the universal property of products.
A.2.6 Metric spaces, including R
It is possible to extend a set with a metric defined on it (such as Q)
to a metrically complete (i.e., Cauchy complete) formal space (such
as R) (Vickers 2005a). is section describes this construction.
Suppose we are given ametric set, a setX with a distance metric
relation d : Q+ ×X ×X → Ω, where d(ε,x,y) indicates the propo-
sition that the distance between x and y is at most ε . e predicate
d must in fact define the closed-ball relation for a metric, meaning
it must satisfy the following rules:23
d(ε,x, x)
refl
d(ε,x,y)
d(ε,y,x)
sym
d(δ ,x,y) d(ε,y,z)
d(δ + ε,x, z)
triangle
∀δ : Q+. d(ε + δ ,x,y)
d(ε,x,y)
closed
.
e basic opens of the metric completion of X (if X ≡ Q, this
would be R) will be the formal balls, the type Ball(X ) defined by
the single constructor
ε : Q+ x : X
Bε (x) : Ball(X ) .
We define a relation < on balls that indicates when one ball con-
tains another with “room to spare” all around, and then a relation ≤
on balls indicating containment of one formal ball within another:
Bδ (x) < Bε (y) , ∃γ : Q
+
. d(γ ,x,y) and γ + δ < ε
Bδ (x) ≤ Bε (y) , ∀γ : Q
+
. Bδ (x) < Bε+γ (y).
22It suffices to only define д∗ on its sub-basic opens (OB (
∏
i :I Ai )) since д
∗ will be
required to preserve finitary meets, and the basic opens are just finitary meets of
sub-basic opens.
23 is definition of a closed-ball relation is due to O’Connor (O’Connor 2008). We use
it so that our Coq library is compatible with the Coq Repository at Nijmegen (CoRN),
which has many constructive results regarding metric spaces.
We then define the metric completion spaceM(X ) of X as hav-
ing the basic opens Ball(X ), and the following axioms:
ε : Q+
⊤ ⊳ {Bε (q) | q : Q}
approx
Bq(ε) ⊳ {Bε ′(q
′) | Bε ′(q
′) < Bε (q)}
shrink
Definition A.15. A function f : X → Y on metric sets X and Y
is k-Lipschitz (for k : Q+) if for all x,y : X and ε : Q+, if d(ε,x,y)
then d(kε, f (x), f (y)).
We proved in Coq that f can be extended to a continuous map
д : M(X ) →c M(Y ) defined by the inverse image map
24
д∗ : Ball(Y ) → O (M(X ))
д∗(b) , {Bδ (x) | Bkδ (f (x)) < b}.
e fact that f is k-Lipschitz implies that for balls a,a′ : Ball(X ),
if a ≤ a′ and a′ ∈ д∗(b), then a ∈ д∗(b).
eorem A.16. д∗ preserves joins, ⊤, and binary meets.
Proof sketch. meet-0 For every formal ball Bδ (x) ofX , there
is a ball ofY , Bδ+kδ (f (x)), such thatBδ (x) ≤ д
∗(Bδ+kδ (f (x))).
us ⊤ ≤ д∗(⊤).
meet-2 We are given a ball of Y , Bkδ (f (x)), that lies strictly
within two other balls ofY , Bkδ (f (x)) < Bε (y) andBkδ (f (x)) <
Bε ′(y
′). We must prove in X that
Bδ (x) ⊳ д
∗(Bε (y) ↓ Bε ′(y
′)).
By the properties of <, we can shrink each of the larger
balls by just a bit, γ : Q+ while maintaining strict contain-
ment, so we get Bkδ (f (x)) < Bε−γ (y) and Bkδ (f (x)) <
Bε ′−γ (y
′). en for some even smaller tolerance γ ′ < γ ,
we use the covering axiom approx(γ ′/k) to derive
Bδ (x) ⊳ {Bγ ′/k (x
′) | x ′ : X } ↓ Bδ (x).
is reduces our problem to showing that any ball of X
with radius at most γ ′/k that is contained within Bδ (x) is
covered by д∗(Bε (y) ↓ Bε ′(y
′)), which in fact follows by re-
flexivity, which we will now show. We must only consider
the “worst case,” where we have a ball Bγ ′/k (z) such that
Bγ ′/k (z) ≤ Bδ (x). We will prove Bγ ′/k (z) ∈ д
∗(Bε (y) ↓
Bε ′(y
′)). We do so in two steps, showing that Bγ ′/k (z) ∈
д∗(Bγ (f (z))) and that Bγ (f (z)) ∈ Bε (y) ↓ Bε ′(y
′). e for-
mer is almost immediate. e laer is surprisingly intricate,
depending on the fact that f is k-Lipschitz as well as using
the triangle inequality.
join We first prove that д∗ preserves unary covers, and then
proceed by induction on covering axioms. Preserving unary
covers reduces to proving that, given balls b ≤ b ′ in Y that
д∗(b) ≤ д∗(b ′), which is follows from the fact that if a < b
and b ≤ b ′, then a < b ′.
We now proceed by induction on the covering axioms.
In the case of approx(ε), given balls Bδ (x) : Ball(X ) and
Bγ (y) : Ball(Y ) such that Bδ (x) ∈ д
∗(Bγ (y)) show that
Bδ (x) ⊳ д
∗(Bγ (y) ↓ {Bε (y
′) | y′ : Y }).
24 is definition of the inverse imagemap is based on a theorem of Vickers (eorem
4.9 and Remark 4.10 in (Vickers 2005a)) extending 1-Lipschitz functions to their metric
completions. Vickers omits the proof that the inverse imagemap defines a continuous
map, saying it is “routine to check.”
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To do so, we can find some α : Q+ such that α < ε/k , and
cover Bδ (x) with balls of this radius,
Bδ (x) ⊳ Bδ (x) ↓ {Bα (x
′) | x ′ : X }.
en
Bδ (x) ↓ {Bα (x
′) | x ′ : X } ⊳ д∗(Bγ (y) ↓ {Bε (y
′) | y′ : Y })
follows by reflexivity.
In the case of shrink, the covering in fact follows from
reflexivity.

e extension of Lipschitz functions from metric sets to their
metric completions can be used to define addition (+ : R×R→c R),
for instance, in conjunction with facts relating products of spaces
and of metric sets, such as (Vickers 2005a)
M(X × Y )  M(X ) ×M(Y ).
Since × : R×R→c R is not Lipschitz, it cannot be defined using
the above construction. However, since it is locally Lipschitz, it can
be defined as a “gluing” of many Lipschitz maps defined on open
subspaces. One can define this gluing with an overlapping paern
match to produce a nondeterministic result, and then prove that
the result is in fact deterministic, since any pair of overlapping
maps will agree on their overlapping region.
In R, open intervals and open “rays” (e.g., (0 < ·)) are evidently
open, as they can be described as unions of open balls. For instance,
we define
(0 < ·) : O (R)
(0 < ·) , {Bε (x) | 0 ≤ x − ε}.
In R × R, the relations (<), (,) : O (R × R) are open. We can
define < by
(<) , {(Bε (x),Bδ (y) | x + ε ≤ y − δ }
and then , in terms of that.
A.3 As a programming language
Since FSpc is a cartesianmonoidal category (i.e., it haswell-behaved
products), it admits a restricted λ-calculus syntax that compiles to
continuous maps, which this report uses freely.
Following Escardo´ (2004), we describe the syntax as an induc-
tive family ⊢: list(FSpc) → U with constructors
(x : X ) ∈ Γ
Γ ⊢ x : X
var
f : A1 × · · · ×An →c B
Γ ⊢ x1 : A1 · · · Γ ⊢ xn : An
Γ ⊢ f (x1, . . . ,xn ) : B
app
,
where in the var rule (x : X ) ∈ Γ denotes a witness that X is a
member of the list Γ. Let Prod : list(FSpc) → FSpc compute the
product of a list of types.
eorem A.17. Given any expression Γ ⊢ e : A, we can construct
a term neo : Prod(Γ) →c A, and conversely, given a function f :
Prod(Γ) →c B, there is an expression Γ ⊢ e : B.
Proof. First, we construct a continuous map from syntax by induc-
tion on its structure. In the var case, we compute from the witness
(x : X ) ∈ Γ a projection nxo : Prod(Γ) →c X . In the app case, we
are given maps nxio : Γ →c Ai for i ∈ 1, . . .n. We use these maps
to build a map x : Γ →c A1 × · · · × An by the universal property
for products, i.e., x , 〈nx1o, . . . , nxno〉. en f ◦ x : Γ →c B.
Conversely, given f : Prod(Γ) →c B, we can build the term
Γ ⊢ f (π1, . . . ,πn ) : B,
where each πi is a variable Γ ⊢ πi : Γ[i]. 
is allows us to define a continuous map by introducing vari-
ables and applying continuous maps to them. For instance, we can
define a map like
f : B × R × R→c R
f (x,y,z) , if(x,y,−y) + z × z
rather than having to manually arrange it as a “linear” composi-
tion of continuous maps. If we don’t want to give a name to a
function such as the one above, we may choose to write it with an
“anonymous” lambda,
λ(x,y,z). if(x,y,−y) + z × z.
B Monads for partiality and nondeterminism
Using terminology, concepts, and notation from formal topology,
which is explained the section A, we will give a much more thor-
ough characterization of the monads on FSpc corresponding to
partiality and/or nondeterminism, explaining their construction,
their adjoint correspondences, and why they are strong monads.
Lied spaces
Asmentioned previously, the “forgetful” functor fromFSpc to FSpcp
has a right adjoint, such that there is a (strong) monad ·⊥ : FSpc→
FSpc giving a correspondence
A→p B
A→c B⊥
============
between continuous maps and their partial counterparts. By this
correspondence, we can think of the space B⊥ as the space of par-
tial values. We will call spaces of the form B⊥ lied spaces. Vickers
describes them briefly in Topology via Logic (Vickers 1989).
up(A)
⊥
Figure 9. A schematic diagram of the lied space A⊥.
Figure 9 depicts a picture that in some sense represents whatA⊥
looks like: it has an open subspace up(A) (defined in §4.2.2) that
looks exactly like A, and a single point ⊥ : Pt(A⊥) outside of that
open subspace, which represents an undefined or nonterminating
value.
We will now describe the construction of lied spaces and their
properties. Algebraically, we can think of the construction of lied
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spaces as a free construction on the laice of opens. Suppose we
want to construct from a spaceA its lied spaceA⊥. en we want
to have an operator ⇓ : O (A) → O (A⊥) which should preserve
the structure from A that we want to keep: joins and binary meets.
We will build such an operator using the structure ofA as a formal
space.
Since we want ⇓ to preserve joins, it suffices to define it for basic
opens. We will add in a new top element T as well. Accordingly,
the lied space A⊥ has basic opens generated by the constructors
a : OB(A)
⇓a : OB(A⊥) T : OB(A⊥)
and the preorder on the basic opens is inductively generated by
the constructors
a ≤A b
⇓a ≤A⊥ ⇓b a ≤A⊥ T .
We extend ⇓ to operate on opens of A so that it preserves joins:
forU : O (A), ⇓U is generated by the constructor
a ∈ U
⇓a ∈ ⇓U .
Now we describe the covering axioms in A⊥. We simply copy
over the covering axioms from A. For each axiom a ⊳ U in A, we
add the axiom ⇓a ⊳ ⇓U in A⊥.
Proposition B.1. Indeed T is the top element of A⊥, ⊤ ≤ T.
Proof. It suffices to show that for any basic opena : OB(A⊥), a ≤ T,
which follows directly from the definition of ≤A⊥ . 
Lied spaces satisfy a property much stronger than compact-
ness25 :
Proposition B.2. If ⊤ ⊳U , then T ∈ U .
Proof. It is equivalent to prove that if T ⊳ U then T ∈ U . We can
proceed by induction on the proof of covering. e root node of
the proof could not have been the use of an axiom, because there
are no axioms for covering T. erefore, there must be some basic
open u ∈ U such that T ≤ u . Since T is the largest basic open, it
must be that u ≡ T, so T ∈ U . 
is means that any covering of A⊥ is necessarily trivial. What
this means is that one cannot get (nontrivial) information about a
point of A⊥ by spliing the point with a cover. is makes sense,
because we require refinement by spliing to occur in finite time,
and we want to allow A⊥ to represent points that may be partial.
To get useful information from a point in a lied space, one should
prove that the point actually lies in ⇓⊤.
Every space A⊥ has a point ⊥ which has no interesting infor-
mation: it lies only in the entire space. is corresponds to the
undefined or nonterminating value. We describe the basic opens
that ⊥ lies in by the inverse image map
⊥ |= · : OB(A) → O (1)
⊥ |= T , ⊤
⊥ |= ⇓a , ⊥.
Proposition B.3. ⊥ indeed describes a point of A⊥.
25 A space is compact if whenever ⊤ ⊳ U , then there is a (Kuratowski-) finite subset
K of U such that ⊤ ⊳ K .
Proof. meet-0 Follows from ⊥ |= T.
meet-2 Trivially satisfied, since there are no nontrivial inter-
sections of basic opens that ⊥ lies in.
join Follows from the previous proposition.

e idea that ⊥ is the “least defined” point can be made formal,
in that it is minimal in terms of specialization order.
Proposition B.4. For any (generalized) point x : Γ →c A⊥, ⊥ ≤ x
(in terms of specialization order).
Proof. Since ⊥ lies only in T, it suffices to show that ⊤ ≤ x∗(T).
However, since T = ⊤, this is equivalent to ⊤ ≤ x∗(⊤), which is
true of every continuous map. 
Having established some intuition about what lied spaces rep-
resent, we can confirm they fulfill their original purpose:
eorem B.5. ere is the bijective correspondence
A→p B
A→c B⊥
============
.
Proof. Given f : A→p B, we define д : A→c B⊥ by
д∗ : OB(B⊥) → O (A)
д∗(T) , ⊤
д∗(⇓b) , f ∗(b).
emapд∗ preserves⊤ sinceд∗(T) = ⊤ and preserves joins and
binary meets since f ∗ does.
Conversely, given д : A→c B⊥, we define f : A→p B by
f ∗ : O (B) → O (A)
f ∗(U ) , д∗(⇓U ).
e map f ∗ preserves joins and binary meets since д∗ and ⇓ each
do. 
is correspondence in natural inA and B, giving an adjunction
and thus amonad. It remains to show that ·⊥ in fact defines a strong
monad. Its tensorial strength s : A × B⊥ →p A × B is defined by
the inverse image map
s∗ : OB(A × B) → O (A × B⊥)
s∗(a × b) , a × ⇓b .
e inverse image map s∗ preserves joins and binary meets since ⇓
does. We claim (but do not prove) that s satisfies the strong monad
laws.
Lied spaces give us a good example of a nontrivial open em-
bedding: the map up : A →c A⊥ that is the “return” operation of
the liing monad ·⊥ is an open embedding. is allows us to view
A as an open subspace ofA⊥. We can define up via the inverse and
direct image maps
up∗ : OB(A⊥) → O (A)
up∗(T) , ⊤
up∗(⇓a) , a
up! : O (A) → O (A⊥)
up!(U ) , ⇓U .
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Proposition B.6. is indeed defines an open embeddingup : A ֒→
A⊥.
Proof. We first confirm up defines a continuous map:
meet-0
up∗(⊤) ≥ up∗(T) = ⊤.
meet-2 Follows from the facts
T ↓ ⇓a = ⇓a
⇓a ↓ ⇓b = ⇓(a ↓ b).
join It suffices to check every axiom of A⊥: every axiom is
of the form ⇓a ⊳A⊥ ⇓U , where a ⊳A U . So we must confirm
up∗(⇓a) ⊳ up∗(⇓U ),
which is equivalent to a⊳U , which we know by assumption.
We will now confirm that up! = ⇓ preserves joins and binary
meets. We observe that it preserves binary meets since
⇓a ↓ ⇓b = ⇓(a ↓ b).
It preserves joins since if a ⊳A U then ⇓a ⊳A⊥ ⇓U .
Finally, it is straightforward to confirm that up! ⊣ up
∗ and that
the Frobenius law holds. 
Nondeterministic powerspaces
Asmentioned previously, the “forgetful” functor from FSpc toFSpcnd
has a right adjoint, such that there is a monad P+
♦
: FSpc→ FSpc
giving a correspondence
A→nd B
A→c P
+
♦(B)
=================
between continuousmaps and their nondeterministic counterparts
(Vickers 2004). By this correspondence, we can think of the space
P+
♦
(B) as the space of nondeterministic values. Spaces of the form
P+
♦
(B) are known as positive lower powerspaces (also known as pos-
itive or inhabited Hoare powerlocales).
ere is a map ♦ : O (A) → O
(
P+
♦
(A)
)
(read “possibly”) that
can be intuitively understood in the following sense: if U : O (A)
is interpreted as a property of points of A, and a point s : ∗ →c
P+
♦
(A) (where ∗ is the one-point space) is interpreted as a subspace
of A, ♦U : O
(
P+
♦
(A)
)
holds of s if U holds of some point in s .
Just like ⇓ for lied spaces, the♦ operator preserves all the struc-
ture in the laice O (A) that ought to be preserved in O
(
P+
♦
(A)
)
:
that is, it preserves joins and ⊤. is implies a particular fact that
is critical in the computational properties of the nondeterministic
powerspaces:
eorem B.7. For every cover ⊤ ≤
∨
i :I Vi in A there is a cover
⊤ ≤
∨
i :I ♦Vi in P
+
♦
(A).
Proof. Suppose ⊤ ≤
∨
i :I Vi in A. Since ♦ preserves ⊤ and joins,∨
i :I
♦Vi = ♦
(∨
i :I
Vi
)
= ♦⊤ = ⊤.

e previous theorem can be understood computationally as al-
lowing simulation of some nondeterministic result.
Classically, the points ofP+
♦
(B) are in correspondencewith closed
nonempty subspaces of B. Constructively, these subspaces also
are overt (Vickers 2004), which is helpful for some computational
tasks.
e specialization order on P+
♦
(A) corresponds to subspace in-
clusion of possible values.
Vickers (2004) describes how to construct this powerspace, as
well the powerspace for FSpcnd,p , predicatively within FSpc.
Vickers (2004) shows that P+
♦
defines a monad, but it remains to
show that P+
♦
in fact defines a strong monad. Its tensorial strength
s : A × P+
♦
(B) →nd A × B is defined by the inverse image map
s∗ : OB(A × B) → O
(
A × P+
♦
(B)
)
s∗(a × b) , a × ♦b .
e inverse image map s∗ preserves joins and ⊤ since ♦ does.
Lower powerspaces
Asmentioned previously, the “forgetful” functor fromFSpc to FSpcnd,p
has a right adjoint, such that there is a monad P♦ : FSpc→ FSpc
giving a correspondence
A→nd,p B
A→c P♦(B)
=================
between continuous maps and their nondeterministic and partial
counterparts (Vickers 2004). By this correspondence, we can think
of the space P♦(B) as the space of nondeterministic and partial
values. Spaces of the form P♦(B) are known as lower powerspaces
(also known as Hoare powerlocales).
ere is a map ♦ : O (B) → O
(
P♦(B)
)
(read “possibly”) which
distributes over joins but not necessarily meets. In particular,
♦U ≤
∨
i :I
♦Vi
holds in O
(
P♦(B)
)
whenever U ≤
∨
i :I Vi in O (B).
e monad P♦ is, like P
+
♦
, a strong monad, and its tensorial
strength is almost the same: s : A×P♦(B) →nd,p A×B is defined
by the inverse image map
s∗ : OB(A × B) → O
(
A × P♦(B)
)
s∗(a × b) , a × ♦b .
e inverse image map s∗ preserves joins since ♦ does.
C Marshall language details
In this appendix, we describe the Marshall language and our modi-
fications to it: we describe its syntax, denotational semantics based
on constructive topology, and operational semantics, and explain
the connection between them.
C.1 Syntax
eMarshall language’s syntax is described in Fig. 10. Our syntax
extensions are presented by Fig. 11. Fig. 12 presents its typing
rules, and Fig. 13 presents the additional typing rules for the con-
structs that we added.
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expression e ::= x
| True | False
| q
| cut x : r left e right e
| e /\ . . . /\ e
| e \/ . . . \/ e
| e < e
| exists x : r, e | forall x : r, e
| (e1 , . . . , en)
| e#k
| fun x : t => e
| e e
| e ⊗ e | e ˆ k
| let x = e in e
type t ::= real | prop | t * . . . * t | t -> t
arith op ⊗ ::=+ | - | * | /
variable x
rational q
natural k
range limit l ::=-inf | inf | q
range r ::= ( l , l ) | [ l , l ]
Figure 10. Marshall syntax
expression e ::= e ˜> e
| e|| . . . || e
| mkbool e e | is_true e | is_false e
type t ::= bool
Figure 11. Marshall syntax extensions
C.2 Denotational semantics
We can ascribe the original version of Marshall language a cate-
gorical semantics in the category of presheaves over FSpc. Types
denote objects (Fig. 14) and expressions denote maps (Fig. 15) in
this category. Presumably, it would be possible to restrict to some
subcategory of sheaves, but we will not do so, as we are primarily
interested in the behavior of the first-order fragment of the lan-
guage. A first-order expression denotes a continuous map.
eDedekind cut constructor is generally interpreted according
to from cut, whose inverse image map is defined as26
from cut : ΣR × ΣR →nd,p R
(from cut(L,U ))∗ (Bε (q)) , L(q − ε) ∧U (q + ε),
recalling that it suffices to define an inverse image map by its be-
havior on basic opens. However, we only consider a Marshall
Dedekind cut to be a valid expression (both in its original version
26 Because R is locally compact, the exponential object ΣR exists, but even if it did
not, this definition could be interpreted appropriately within the presheaf category.
Γ ⊢ True : prop Γ ⊢ False : prop Γ ⊢ q : real
Γ, x : real ⊢ e1 : prop Γ, x : real ⊢ e2 : prop
Γ ⊢ cut x : r left e1 right e2 : real
Γ ⊢ e1 : prop . . . Γ ⊢ en : prop
Γ ⊢ e1 /\ . . . /\ en : prop
Γ ⊢ e1 : prop . . . Γ ⊢ en : prop
Γ ⊢ e1 \/ . . . \/ en : prop
Γ ⊢ e1 : real Γ ⊢ e2 : real
Γ ⊢ e1 < e2 : prop
Γ, x : real ⊢ e : prop
Γ ⊢ exists x : r, e : prop
Γ, x : real ⊢ e : prop
Γ ⊢ forall x : r, e : prop
Γ ⊢ e1 : t1 . . . Γ ⊢ en : tn
Γ ⊢ (e1, . . . , en) : t1 * . . . * tn
Γ ⊢ e : t1 * . . . * tn
Γ ⊢ e # k : tk
Γ, x : t1 ⊢ e : t2
Γ ⊢ fun x : t => e : t1 -> t2
Γ ⊢ e1 : tA -> tB Γ ⊢ e2 : tA
Γ ⊢ e1 e2 : tB
Γ ⊢ e1 : real Γ ⊢ e2 : real
Γ ⊢ e1 ⊗ e2 : real
Γ ⊢ e : real
Γ ⊢ e ˆ k : real
Γ ⊢ e1 : t1 Γ, x : t1 ⊢ e2 : t2
Γ ⊢ let x = e1 in e2 : t2
Figure 12. Marshall typing rules
base(t) Γ ⊢ e1 : prop Γ ⊢ e2 : t
Γ ⊢ e1 ˜> e2 : t
base(t) Γ ⊢ e1 : t . . . Γ ⊢ en : t
Γ ⊢ e1|| . . . || en : t
Γ ⊢ e1 : prop Γ ⊢ e2 : prop
Γ ⊢ mkbool e1 e2 : bool
Γ ⊢ e : bool
Γ ⊢ is true e : prop
Γ ⊢ e : bool
Γ ⊢ is false e : prop
Figure 13. Marshall typing rule extensions
and in our modified version) if it in fact denotes a total and deter-
ministic real number.
Rational numbers are denoted in the following straightforward
manner:
from rat : Q→c R(
from rat(q′)
)∗
(Bε (q)) , q − ε < q
′ < q + ε .
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nrealo , R
npropo , Σ
nt1 * . . . * tno , nt1o × . . . × ntno
nt1 -> t2o , nt1o→ nt2o
Figure 14. Marshall denotation of types
nTrueo , ⊤Σ
nFalseo , ⊥Σ
nqo , from rat(q)
ncut x : r left e1 right e2o , from cut(λx . ne1o, λx . ne2o)
ne1 /\ . . . /\ eno , ne1o ∧ . . . ∧ neno
ne1 \/ . . . \/ eno , ne1o ∧ . . . ∧ neno
ne1 < e2o , ne1o < ne2o
nexists x : r, eo , ∃x : nro. neo
nforall x : r, eo , ∀x : nro. neo
ne#ko , πk neo
nfun x : t => eo , λx .neo
ne1 e2o , ne1o ne2o
ne1 ⊗ e2o , n⊗o(ne1o, ne2o)
ne1 ˆ ko , ne1o
k
nlet x = e1 in e2o , n[e1/x ]e2o
Figure 15. Marshall denotation of terms
nboolo , B
Figure 16. Marshall extension denotation of types
In our modification to Marshall that enables partiality and non-
determinism, we denote into the category of presheaves over FSpcnd,p
rather than FSpc. Accordingly, first-order expressions denotemaps
in FSpcnd,p . Our extended denotational semantics is presented for
types in Fig. 16 and for terms in Fig. 17.
We add nondeterministic joins || as well as the partial restric-
tion operator ˜>, but only allow these operations to be applied on
expressions of base types, which are those types which don’t in-
volve any function arrows. Every base type corresponds to (the
Yoneda embedding of) a space. We write base(t) to indicate that t
is a base type.
e restriction operator ˜> that we added induces partiality. We
define the restriction operator · | · : A × Σ →p A by the inverse
image map (
e |U
)∗
(V ) , U ∧ e∗(V ).
C.3 Operational semantics
Fundamentally, Marshall expressions are executed in two steps.
First, a Marshall term is normalized to a normal form. Some nor-
malization is done under binders. e normalization procedure
ne1 ˜> e2o , ne2o|ne1o
ne1|| . . . || eno , ne1o ⊔ . . . ⊔ neno
nmkbool e1 e2o , true|ne1o ⊔ false|ne2o
nis_true eo , neo = true
nis_false eo , neo = false
Figure 17. Marshall extension denotation of terms
True ⇓p · = ⊤Σ
real approx(e) = (a,b) b − a < p
e ⇓p B(b−a)/2
(
a + b
2
)
e1 ⇓p U1 . . . en ⇓p Un
(e1, . . . , en) ⇓p (U1, . . . ,Un)
Figure 18. Marshall evaluation relation
ei ⇓p U
e1|| . . . || en ⇓p U
mkbool True e2 ⇓p · = true mkbool e1 True ⇓p · = false
Figure 19. Extensions to Marshall evaluation relation
eliminates local definitions and redexes, reducing applications of
lambda expressions and tuple projections of tuple values.
Our modified version ofMarshall also handles nondeterministic
joins during normalization. All expressions are reduced to ann-ary
join of join-free expressions.
Aer normalization, Marshall expressions are successively re-
fined until they are fine enough to return a result. Expressions of
function types will be lambda expressions (since they have already
been normalized) and return immediately. For expressions of base
types, the evaluation relation e ⇓p U , described in Fig. 18, says
when a Marshall expression e is sufficiently refined to know that
neo lies in U (formally, neo∗U = ⊤), where p : Q+ target precision
that allows the user to control when a real number is sufficiently
precise that it should no longer be refined.
e function real approx approximates the result of real-valued
expressions using interval arithmetic and Kaucher multiplication
(Bauer 2008; Taylor 2006). For a Dedekind cut, real approx simply
uses the range over which the cut variable is bound as the interval
approximation.
We extended Marshall’s evaluation relation to handle Boolean
expression and nondeterministic joins, as shown in Fig. 19. e
rule for evaluation of nondeterministic joins says that if any ex-
pression in a join evaluates to someU , then the entire join does.
If a (normalized) Marshall expression is not yet fine enough to
evaluate to a result, one step of refinement is performed, which
we denote here by the function r . Refinements are performed re-
peatedly until the expression evaluates to a result. An expression
may be refined repeatedly without ever evaluating, meaning that
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the expression diverges. Refinements preserve the meanings of ex-
pressions, i.e., nr (e)o = neo.
Refinement of prop-valued expressions proceeds as follows: there
are procedures for computing lower and upper approximants of
any prop-valued expression. at is, given an expression ϕ, Mar-
shall computes expressions ϕ− and ϕ+ such that nϕ−o ≤ nϕo ≤
nϕ+o (where ≤ is specialization order). Bauer (2008) explains how
these approximants are computed. If ϕ− = True, then r (ϕ) = True,
and if ϕ+ = False, then r (ϕ) = False. If neither of these is true,
then refinement proceeds as follows.
Many constructs do not directly participate in refinement; re-
finement simply proceeds into their arguments. For instance, r (e1⊗
e2) = r (e1) ⊗ r (e2). Refinement works similarly for exponentiation
and prop-valued conjunction and disjunction.
Refinement ofDedekind cuts, existential quantifiers, and univer-
sal quantifiers, is a more sophisticated process, detailed further by
Bauer (2008). Dedekind cuts are refined to cuts where, fundamen-
tally, the range that the variable is cut over is more narrow. Exis-
tentially quantified statements are refined by spliing into disjunc-
tions of existentially quantified statements over smaller ranges,
and universally quantified statements are refined into conjunctions
of universally quantified statements over smaller ranges.
We extend the refinement relation in a rather straightforward
way: refinements of nondeterministic joins are joins of their re-
finements, and r (mkbool e1 e2) = mkbool r (e1) r (e2). To refine the
restriction operator, we have r (True ˜>e2) = r (e2) and r (e1˜>e2) =
r (e1 )˜ >r (e2) when e1 , True.
C.4 Computational soundness and adequacy
On an input expression e (whose type has no function arrows)with
target precision p, Marshall returns a response U if, aer normal-
izing e to e ′, aer some number of refinements n of e ′, the result
rn(e ′) evaluates to U , i.e., rn (e ′) ⇓p U .
Both normalization and refinement of expressions should pre-
serve their denotations, such that neo = nrn(e ′)o. Together with
the fact that the evaluation relation ⇓p should satisfy the propo-
sition that if e ⇓p U then neo
∗(U ) = ⊤, we can conclude that
if Marshall returns a response U for an input expression e , then
neo∗(U ) = ⊤, i.e., e lies in U .
Marshall should satisfy some notion of computational adequacy
as well, whose statement is more complicated: given an input ex-
pression e with base type t , then depending on the type t :
• real: If neo is total, i.e., it factors through a map ∗ →nd
R, then for every ε > 0, seing the target precision to ε
returns a result B ′ε (q), where ε
′ < ε .
• prop: If neo = ⊤Σ , then (regardless of the target precision
p), Marshall returns the result · = ⊤Σ .
• bool: If neo is total, i.e., it factors through a map ∗ →nd
B, then (regardless of target precision p), Marshall returns
either · = true or · = false.
• t1* . . .*tn : Marshall returns a result if each of its projec-
tions returns a result.
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